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Abstract
Co-teaching has been used to address access and accountability mandates for students with 
disabilities. Despite research regarding elements needed for co-teaching success, research 
shows mixed results regarding co-teaching effectiveness as it relates to student achievement. 
Given that teachers are the most influential school-related factor vis-^-vis student 
achievement, this quantitative study, utilizing a cross-sectional survey design, was employed 
to gain additional information regarding urban, secondary co-teacher perceptions of co­
teaching. To that end the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey was administered to 95 middle and 
high school co-teachers in an urban school district situated in eastern Virginia. Results of this 
study indicate that successful co-teachers have higher perceptions of co-teaching, co-teacher 
philosophy and co-planning than unsuccessful co-teachers. Successful co-teachers also have 
different perceived use of co-teaching models than unsuccessful co-teachers as they use 
station and alternative teaching more often than their unsuccessful counterparts. However, no 
differences were noted in co-teacher perceptions for the following subgroups: general and 
special education co-teachers, middle and high school co-teachers, novice and veteran co­
teachers, and voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. Implications for practice include 
ensuring both co-teachers are held equally responsible for student performance in co-taught 
classes and incorporating co-planning time in the master schedule with high expectations for 
deliverables from the co-planning process.
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Equity in Education for Students with Disabilities
For the past 40 years, there has been a longstanding discussion involving parents, 
advocates, and educational entities about where and how to best serve students with 
disabilities (Rhodes, 1971). Historically, students with disabilities were not permitted to 
attend school because of their disability or because of the amount of money it would cost to 
provide them services (Healy, 2005). Hence, many students with disabilities were 
institutionalized or kept at home while their peers without disabilities attended school. 
Landmark court cases such as PARC vs. the Commonwealth o f Pennsylvania (1972) and 
Mills vs. Board o f Education o f District o f Columbia (1972) were the beginning of change for 
students with disabilities in that the judges ruled that students with disabilities could not be 
excluded from school due to their disabilities or budgetary constraints, respectively.
Subsequent to the aforementioned court cases, a plethora of other litigation addressed 
access to education for students with disabilities. Ultimately federal legislation, the 
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHCA, 1975), required the provision of a free 
appropriate public education (FAPE) for all students with disabilities (Martin, Martin & 
Terman, 1996). The EHCA was composed of various components to protect the rights of 
students with disabilities, which included the requirement that students with disabilities be 
educated in the least restrictive environment (LRE). The LRE requirement states that to the 
greatest extent possible, students with disabilities must be educated with peers without 
disabilities (Education for All Handicapped Children Act . 1975). This stipulation produced a 
major paradigm shift because not only was it mandated that students with disabilities be
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afforded an education, they had to be educated with their peers without disabilities as 
appropriate; a significant transformation of educational practice from the early twentieth 
century. This shift became evident in national statistics regarding LRE for students with 
disabilities. In 1989, 13 years after the passage of EHCA, 31.7% of students with disabilities 
spent 80% or more time in general education classes in regular schools (USDOE, 2010). 
Approximately 20 years later, the percentage of students with disabilities in general 
education classes for 80% or more time almost doubled (USDOE, 2010).
Accountability in Education for Students with Disabilities
Whereas access and equity to education for students with disabilities was the primary 
focus in the latter half of the 20th century, accountability became the major point of emphasis 
in the early 21st century. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act 
(IDEA, 2004), previously referred to as EHCA, and the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB,
2001), legislation that specified requirements of elementary and secondary schools, represent 
significant legislation regarding accountability measures for both students with disabilities 
and teachers who are directly responsible for teaching students with disabilities. The IDEA 
and NCLB acts require special education teachers to be highly qualified if the education 
agencies are recipients of federal dollars. More specifically, special education teachers must 
possess certain credentials to demonstrate they are competent in the content area that they 
teach such that they are able to impart knowledge upon students with disabilities (IDEA, 
2004; NCLB, 2001). Hence, no longer is it sufficient for special educators to be solely 
strategy experts with strong pedagogical knowledge, they must be content .->avvy as well. In
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addition to having stringent requirements regarding teacher status, IDEA and NCLB include 
accountability mandates for education agencies relative to students with disabilities.
No Child Left Behind (2001) requires students with disabilities to participate in the 
assessment and accountability system like their peers without disabilities. More specifically, 
NCLB requires 95% of students with disabilities to participate in the assessment system and 
requires that students with disabilities as a subgroup make adequate yearly progress as 
determined by annual targets. Further, NCLB outlines ramifications for not meeting the 
abovementioned requirements such as school improvement, corrective action, or 
restructuring (NCLB, 2001). IDEA (2004), like NCLB, addresses assessment participation 
for students with disabilities. IDEA (2004), however, established parameters regarding who 
has the authority to make decisions about assessment participation for students with 
disabilities and the process that is to be implemented in making the decision. In fact, IDEA 
(2004) states that individualized education program (EEP) teams are to determine how 
students with disabilities will participate in the assessment system by selecting one or more 
of the following options: (a) standard assessment without accommodations, (b) standard 
assessment with accommodations, or (c) alternate assessment.
Co-teaching: Means to Address Equity and Accountability for Students with 
Disabilities
In an effort to meet the LRE requirement of EHCA, subsequently known as the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 1986, 1990, 1997, 2004), serve the 
increasing number of students with disabilities in general education classes (Wiess & Lloyd,
2002), and address the accountability components within NCLB (2001) and IDEA (2004),
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local education agencies began to implement co-teaching (Bryant Davis, Dieker, Pearl, & 
Kirkpatrick, 2012). Co-teaching is a special education service delivery model in which two 
certified teachers, one general educator and one special educator, share responsibility for 
planning, delivering, and evaluating instruction for a diverse group of students, including 
students with disabilities (Zigmund & Mageria, 2001). Since its inception, much research has 
been conducted regarding needed structures for successful co-teaching such as administrative 
support (Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Walther-Thomas, Bryant, & Land, 1996; Weiss & 
Brigham, 2000), co-planning (Simmons & Magiera, 2007; Walther-Thomas et al., 1996), 
roles and responsibilities (Hepner & Newman, 2010; Mastropieri, Scruggs, Graetz, Norland, 
Gardizi, & McDuffie, 2005; Murawski & Deiker, 2004, Walther-Thomas et al., 1996; Weiss 
& Lloyd, 2002), teacher philosophy (Hepner & Newman, 2010; Weiss & Brigham, 2000), 
and content knowledge (Deiker & M urawski, 2003; Gately & Gately, 2001; Lloyd, 2002; 
Mastropieri et al., 2005; Rice & Zigmond, 2000; Weiss & Brigham, 2000). Yet, in spite of 
the research on factors that promote co-teaching success, extant literature on co-teaching and 
its impact on student achievement does not consistently indicate that co-teaching is effective 
in increasing academic outcomes for students with disabilities.
Evidence of co-teaching effectiveness as it relates to student achievement is inconsistent. 
Some researchers have found that co-teaching is effective in impacting academic outcomes 
for students with disabilities (Fontana, 2005; Klinger, Vaughn, Hugher, Schumm, & Elbaum, 
1998; McDuffie, Mastopieri, & Scruggs, 2009; Rea, McLaughlin, & Walter-Thomas, 2002; 
Wilson, & Michaels, 2006) and others found that co-teaching has no effect on the academic 
achievement of students with disabilities (Magiera, & Zigmond, 2005; Rhodes, 1971, Weiss 
& Lloyd, 2002 Wisehnowski, Salmon. & Eaton, 2004). More specifically, students with
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disabilities in some co-taught classes experienced success whereas students with disabilities 
in other co-taught classes did not when compared to students with disabilities in solo-taught 
general education or special education settings. Therefore, the vital question is why are some 
co-teachers successful in positively effecting academic outcomes fo r  students with disabilities 
and others are not?
Purpose of Study
Failure of students with disabilities to meet achievement targets (USDOE, 2012) and 
increasing numbers of students with disabilities being educated in general education settings 
(USDOE, 2010) have educators looking for answers to what can and should be done to meet 
the demanding equity and accountability mandates of IDEA (2004) and NCLB (2001). In 
terms of student achievement, research indicates that teachers are the most influential school- 
related factor (Darling, 1999; RAND Education, 2012). Teachers have two to three times the 
impact of any other school factor including services, facilities, and leadership (RAND 
Education, 2012). Richard Long (2011) stated “the teacher is the major factor that determines 
whether a child becomes a reader and a learner, or not” (pg. 26). Hence, knowledge of co­
teachers’ perceptions about co-teaching will a) provide baseline information for school and 
district-level administrators regarding disconnects, if any, between co-teacher perceptions 
about their co-teaching experience and evidence-based practices in extant co-teaching 
literature; b) serve as a data point from which building and district-level administrators can 
identify areas of need and create differentiated, tiered professional development plans to 
meet the specific needs of various co-teacher subgroups; and c) inform district and building- 
level co-teacher procedures. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to describe urban.
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secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching as it relates to five elements needed for co­
teaching success: a) co-teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, c) co-teaching roles 
and responsibilities, d) co-planning, and e) administrative support and determine the extent 
that co-teachers’ perceptions differ by subgroup. As such, this quantitative study, utilizing a 
cross-sectional survey design (Creswell, 2012) was implemented.
Research Questions and Hypothesis
Research indicates that co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, co-teacher roles 
and responsibilities, co-planning, and administrative support are vital to co-teaching success 
(Gately & Gately, 2001; Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Walther-Thomas, Bryant, & Land, 1996; 
Weiss & Brigham, 2000). Extant literature also states that teachers are the most important 
school-related factor vis-a-vis student achievement (Hattie, 2009; RAND Education, 2012). 
As such, this study sought to describe urban, secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching relative to five elements needed for co-teaching success: a) co-teacher philosophy, 
b) co-teacher knowledge, c) co-teaching roles and responsibilities, d) co-planning, and e) 
administrative support. Further this study sought to describe co-teachers perceived use of five 
co-teaching models: one lead, one assist / observe, station teaching, parallel teaching, 
alternative teaching, and team teaching. More specifically this study was based on the 
following research questions and hypotheses:
1. To what extent do successful co-teachers' perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
unsuccessful co-teachers' perceptions of co-teaching? Successful co-teachers are 
those that have at least 70% of students at or above 70% proficiency on the second 
benchmark assessment in one or more co-taught classes as 70% of students must
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demonstrate proficiency on end of year state assessments for state accreditation. 
Conversely, unsuccessful co-teachers are those that fail to meet the abovementioned 
criteria.
Hi = Successful co-teachers will have higher perceptions of co-teaching than 
unsuccessful co-teachers. This hypothesis is based on extant co-teaching literature, 
described in depth in Chapter 2 of this study (Gately & Gately, 2001; Mastropieri et 
al., 2005), and researcher experience as a co-teacher and a special education 
administrator.
2. To what extent do general education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ 
from special education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Hi = General education co-teachers will have different perceptions of co-teaching 
than special education co-teachers. This hypothesis stems from extant co-teaching 
literature described in depth in Chapter 2 of this study (Fentie & McDuffie-Landrum, 
2011; Gately & Gately, 2001; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Rice & 
Zigmund, 2000; Walther-Thomas, 1997) and researcher experience as a co-teacher 
and a special education administrator.
3. To what extent do middle school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
high school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Hi = Middle school co-teachers will have higher perceptions of co-teaching than high 
school co-teachers. This hypothesis stems from extant co-teaching literature that is 
described in depth in Chapter 2 of this study (Fentie & McDuffie-Landrum, 2011;
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Gately & Gately, 2001; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Rice & 
Zigmund, 2000; Walther-Thomas, 1997).
4. To what extent do novice co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from veteran 
co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Hi = Novice co-teachers will have higher perceptions of co-teaching than veteran co­
teachers. This hypothesis stems from extant co-teaching literature that is described in 
depth in Chapter 2 of this study (Fentie & McDuffie-Landrum, 2013; Gately &
Gately, 2001; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Rice & Zigmund, 2000; 
Walther-Thomas, 1997) and researcher experience as a co-teacher and special 
education administrator.
5. To what extent do voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from non­
voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Hi = Voluntary co-teachers will have higher perceptions co-teaching than non­
voluntary co-teachers. This hypothesis stems from extant co-teaching literature that is 
described in depth in Chapter 2 of this study (Fentie & McDuffie-Landrum, 2011; 
Gately & Gately, 2001; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Rice & 
Zigmund, 2000; Walther-Thomas, 1997) and researcher experience as a co-teacher 
and special education administrator.
6. To what extent do co-teaching models used by successful co-teachers differ from 
those used by unsuccessful co-teachers'’
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Hi = There will be no difference in co-teaching models used by successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers. This hypothesis stems from extant co-teaching literature 
that is described in depth in Chapter 2 of this study (Scruggs, Mastropieri, & 
McDuffie, 2007).
Key Terminology
Whereas LRE has been defined previously in this study, there are other expressions that 
must be delineated such that there is clarity regarding the use of key terminology throughout 
this study.
Student with a disability (SWD). A student who is eligible for special education and 
related services and by reason thereof has an individualized education program (IEP) is a 
student with disabilities.
Co-teaching. Co-teaching is a special education service delivery model in which two 
certified teachers, one general educator and one special educator, share responsibility for 
planning, delivering, and evaluating instruction for a diverse group of students, including 
students with disabilities (Zigmund & Mageria, 2001).
Co-teacher. A general or special education teacher who engages in co-teaching at some 
point in the school day is a co-teacher.
Co-taught class. A co-taught class is a class where a special education teacher and general 
education teacher share responsibility for instructing a heterogeneous group of students with 
and without disabilities in one location.
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Successful co-teacher. A successful co-teacher is one who had at least 70% of students at 
or above 70% proficiency on the second benchmark assessment in one or more co-taught 
classes as 70% of students must demonstrate proficiency on end of year state assessments in 
core content areas for state accreditation.
Unsuccessful co-teacher. An unsuccessful co-teacher is one who does not have at least 
70% of students at or above 70% proficiency on the second benchmark assessment in one or 
more co-taught classes as 70% of students must demonstrate proficiency on end of year state 
assessments in core content areas for state accreditation.
Middle school teacher. A middle school teacher is one who instructs students in grades 
six, seven, or eight.
High school teacher. A high school teacher is one who instructs students in grades nine, 
10, 11, or 12.
Novice teacher. A novice teacher is one who has five or less years of total teaching 
experience.
Veteran teacher. A veteran teacher is one who has more than five years of total teaching 
experience.
Volunteer. A co-teacher who freely offers to co-teach is a volunteer.
Non-volunteer. A co-teacher who does not freely offer to co-teach is a non-volunteer.
Administrative support. Administrative support is characterized by administrators' 
provision of the following: common planning time for co-teachers, co-teaching professional
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development, clear expectations for co-teachers’ roles and responsibilities, selection of 
capable teachers to co-teach, and balanced class rosters (Walter-Thomas, Bryant, & Land,
1996).
Co-planning. Co-planning is time that co-teachers have to jointly plan instruction. 
(Walter-Thomas et al., 1996).
Roles and responsibilities. Clear expectations of what each co-teacher is to do define roles 
and responsibilities.
Teacher philosophy. A system of principles that guide teachers’ practice is teacher 
philosophy (Hepner & Newman, 2010).
Teacher knowledge. Teacher knowledge is understanding of curriculum and IEP goals 
and objectives.
Summary
Special education legislation continues to require local education agencies to educate 
students with disabilities in the least restrictive environment whereby they are with peers 
without disabilities to the greatest extent possible. Additionally, NCLB (2001) has embedded 
accountability measures relative to assessment participation and achievement targets for 
students with disabilities and incorporated a criterion for special education teachers requiring 
them to be highly qualified in the content area(s) they teach. As such, co-teaching has been 
used to address the aforementioned access and accountability requirements in federal 
legislation. Over the past 20 years much research has been done highlighting factors that are
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essential to co-teaching success. In spite of the research done to date, studies show mixed 
results regarding co-teaching effectiveness as it relates to student achievement. Extant 
literature also indicates that when looking achievement, teachers are the most important 
school-related factor that impacts success (RAND Education, 2012). As such, additional 
information is needed from teachers to improve co-teaching effectiveness. Hence, this 
quantitative study, utilizing a cross-sectional survey design (Creswell, 2012), was employed 
to gamer additional information regarding urban, secondary co-teacher perceptions of co­
teaching. To that end, the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was administered to 
95 special education and general education, middle and high school co-teachers in an urban 
school district situated in eastern Virginia.
The remaining chapters of this document provide detailed information about the study 
from a review of current literature to implications based on this study’s results. Chapter 2 of 
this study highlights literature relative to co-teaching and five factors needed for co-teaching 
success: co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, roles and responsibilities, co­
planning, and administrative support. Chapter 3 provides detailed information about the 
study’s methodology to include a description of the site, sample, instrument, data collection, 
and data analysis. Chapter 4 provides findings to the stated research questions and addresses 
the corresponding hypotheses. Finally, Chapter 5 provides discussion relative to this study’s 
finding to include discussion of results, implications for practice, and ideas for future 
research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Literature relative to the use of co-teaching to support students with disabilities (SWD) 
extends back to the mid-twentieth century (Rhoades, 1971) and includes both quantitative 
and qualitative approaches (Murawski & Swanson, 2001; Scruggs et al., 2007). The 
definition of co-teaching, as represented in extant literature, has evolved over time and has 
taken shape in state special education regulations (Muller, Friend, & Hundley-Chamberlain, 
2009). In addition to defining co-teaching, educational scholars articulated six co-teaching 
models and described situations where each model would be most appropriate (Cook, 2004; 
Cook & Friend, 1995). Further, scholars consistently identify five key factors that are said to 
be vital to co-teaching success; co-teacher philosophy and knowledge, roles and 
responsibilities, co-planning, and administrative support (Friend & Cook, 2004; Hepner & 
Newman, 2010; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Pugach & Winn, 2011, 
Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). Despite researchers’ steadfast commitment to factors needed 
for co-teaching success, co-teaching effectiveness is varied in that some studies support the 
use of co-teaching to increase student achievement (Fontana, 2005; McDuffie, Mastopieri, 
and Scruggs, 2009; Rea, McLaughlin, & Walter-Thomas, 2002) and others state co-teaching 
has no impact (Magiera and Zigmond, 2005; Weiss and Lloyd, 2002; Wischonowski, 
Salmon, & Eaton, 2004). Hence, the function of this literature review was to examine co­
teaching definitions, describe the six commonly accepted co-teaching models, explain five 
factors noted in extant literature as essential to co-teaching success, and summarize research 
on co-teaching effectiveness.
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Co-teaching Defined
Co-teaching has numerous definitions as it has been defined by various scholars in the 
field of education and select state education agencies. The definitions of co-teaching have 
evolved over time in which authors have become more specific regarding what constitutes 
co-teaching. Bauwens, Hourcade, and Friend (1989) defined co-teaching as an educational 
approach in which general and special educators or related service providers, jointly plan for 
and teach heterogeneous groups of students in integrated settings. Later, Cook and Friend 
(1995) defined co-teaching as two or more professionals delivering substantive instruction to 
a diverse or blended group of students in a single physical space. Co-teaching, as defined by 
Zigmund and Mageria (2001) and used in this study, is a special education service delivery 
model in which two certified teachers, one general educator and one special educator, share 
responsibility for planning, delivering, and evaluating instruction for a diverse group of 
students, including students with disabilities. In the K-12 arena, 17 states define co-teaching 
in their state regulations (Muller, et al., 2009). A number of those states adopted Cook and 
Friend’s (1995) definition while others created their own. Virginia however used more of an 
eclectic approach in that it defines co-teaching as a “service delivery option where two or 
more professionals share responsibility for a group of students for some or all of the school 
day in order to combine their expertise to meet student needs” (VDOE, 2010, p.3). Whereas 
the degree of specificity conveyed in the definitions of co-teaching has changed across time, 
two core elements remain constant: (a) involvement of two or more professionals, and (b) 
shared responsibility for heterogeneous groups of students including students with 
disabilities.
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Despite the two distinct characteristics of co-teaching across time, people often 
incorrectly interchange the terms collaboration and inclusion for co-teaching. Inclusion is a 
philosophical belief system that welcomes all students into a learning community regardless 
of difference and collaboration is the way professionals interact in a variety of situations 
(Friend & Cook, 2004). Whilst it is reasonable to deduce that inclusive practices and 
collaboration are needed for co-teaching, the terms are not synonymous.
Co-teaching Models
Beyond the definition of co-teaching, Cook (2004) noted six models or approaches to co­
teaching to include (a) one teach, one assist, (b) one teach, one observe, (c) team teaching,
(d) station teaching, (e) alternative teaching, and (0  parallel teaching. One teach, one assist is 
an approach in which one professional is primarily responsible for the instructional delivery 
and the other professional moves throughout the group of students to provide individual 
assistance as needed (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). This model may be appropriately 
used when one professional has particular expertise, in new co-teaching situations, or in 
situations where students require close monitoring (Cook, 2004). One teach, one observe is 
similar to the aforementioned approach in that one person is primarily responsible for 
instructional delivery (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). However with this approach, the 
other professional is gathering data relative to academics, behavior, social skills, or other 
target area (Cook, 2004). This approach might be used in new co-teaching situations, when 
there is a need to check student progress, or compare a student to others (Cook, 2004). Team 
teaching is similar to one teach, one assist and one teach, one observe because students are 
instructed together in a whole group format (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). Yet, the
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major difference between team teaching and the first two approaches discussed is in team 
teaching both professionals take on the lead instructional role and deliver instruction at the 
same time (Cook, 2004). Team teaching involves both professionals speaking freely 
throughout the instructional sequence (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). When 
demonstration of interaction and conversational language is a goal of the lesson, team 
teaching may be appropriate (Cook, 2004). The last three approaches however, use different 
group configurations to support students with disabilities.
Parallel teaching, alternative teaching, and station teaching all reduce the teacher student 
ratio as a result of the structure. Parallel teaching is a co-teaching approach where the class 
is divided into two heterogeneous groups where each professional leads the instructional 
sequence. Although the group is separated, all students learn the same content (Cook, 2004; 
Cook & Friend, 1995). Parallel teaching may be selected as the co-teaching model of choice 
when instructional efficiency is needed by having a lower teacher student ratio or to foster 
student participation in discussions (Cook, 2004). Alternative teaching, the fifth co-teaching 
model, involves separating the students into two groups as well but one group is smaller than 
the other. The teacher responsible for instructing the smaller group does remediation, 
enrichment, assessment or other functions while the teacher for the large group proceeds with 
the core lesson (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). Alternative teaching might be 
implemented when there is significant variation in student mastery of particular concepts 
(Cook, 2004). The last approach, station teaching, occurs when students are divided into 
multiple groups and circulate through various stations or activities (Cook, 2004; Cook & 
Friend, 1995). Typically, two stations are led by the teachers while the remaining stations are 
independent student stations (Cook, 2004). This approach might be used when there are
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many non-hierarchical components of an objective or lesson to be addressed (Cook, 2004). 
Whereas there are multiple co-teaching models, research indicates the one teach, one assist 
model is used most often (Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 2007). Beyond the above 
mentioned examples, specific variables need to be taken into consideration when selecting 
co-teaching models (Cook & Friend, 1995).
The type of co-teaching model used for a particular lesson or portion of the lesson is 
contingent upon numerous factors. Research indicates that in addition to student 
characteristics and needs, co-planning time, level of teacher content knowledge and 
philosophical agreement between teachers impact the model(s) used by co-teachers (Cook, 
2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). Co-teaching models such as one teach, one observe and one 
teach, one assist can be implemented when there is limited co-planning time, in new co­
teaching situations prior to establishing trust, in the presence of conflicting philosophical 
agreement, or when only one teacher has expertise in the lesson (Cook, 2004). However, in 
order to effectively use other co-teaching models such as station teaching, parallel teaching, 
alternative teaching, and team teaching, there needs to be moderate to high co-planning time, 
increasing levels of trust and philosophical agreement, and content expertise of both 
professionals (Cook, 2004) as illustrated in Figure 1. Nonetheless, despite the co-teaching 
model used, research indicates that there are certain elements that are essential to co-teaching 
success (Weiss and Brigham, 2000).
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Figure I. Adapted from Friend, M., Reising, M., & Cook, L. (1993). Co-teaching: An 
overview of the past, a glimpse at the present, and considerations for the future. Preventing 
School Failure, 37(4), 6-10
An array of research has been conducted regarding co-teaching and elements necessary 
for co-teaching success (Friend & Cook, 2004; Hepner & Newman, 2010; Keefe & Moore, 
2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Pugach & Winn, 2011, Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). Select 
elements, however, are consistently presented across studies when scholars describe factors 
to consider when embarking upon co-teaching or when describing factors that have been 
identified as barriers to or promoters of success. Co-teacher philosophy (Hepner & Newman, 
2010; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Pugach & Winn, 2011; Walther- 
Thomas et al., 1996; Weiss & Brigham, 2000). co-teacher knowledge (Gately & Gately,
2001; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Rice & Zigmund, 2000; Simmons & 
Magiera. 2007), roles and responsibilities (Drake & McGary, 2008: Friend & Cook, 2004;
Elements Needed Co-teaching Success
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Murawski & Deiker, 2004), co-planning (Gately & Gately, 2001; Murawski & Deiker, 2004; 
Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 2007; Simmons & Magiera, 2007; Walther-Thomas et 
al., 1996; Weiss & Brigham, 2000), and administrative support (Friend & Cook, 2010; 
Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Murawski & Deiker, 2008; Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 
2007; Walther-Thomas, 1997) are five key elements that impact co-teaching success. These 
five elements have been highlighted as essential to co-teaching success irrespective of grade 
level or school district type: urban, suburban, or rural.
Co-teacher Philosophy
Teacher philosophy, a system of principles that guide teacher’s practice (Hepner & 
Newman, 2010), is a key element for co-teaching success (Hepner & Newman, 2010; Keefe 
& Moore, 2004; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Pugach & Winn, 2011; Walther-Thomas, Bryant, & 
Land, 1996; Weiss & Brigham, 2000). Hepner and Newman (2010) state members of 
successful co-teaching teams share common beliefs that make up a philosophy that guide 
their practice. The aforementioned philosophical agreement has been identified by Friend and 
Cook (2004) as the cornerstone to co-teaching success. Effective co-teachers spend time 
preparing for the year by discussing common and divergent beliefs (Hepner & Newman, 
2010; Keefe & Moore, 2004). Teachers do not have to agree on all issues discussed, but need 
to understand their partner’s expectations and ideas (Hepner & Newman, 2010). Sileo (2011) 
states that when co-teachers come together, they come with different personal and 
professional beliefs that they must identify and describe and determine how they will 
combine those beliefs such that the co-teachers are able to work collaboratively to support 
student success. Walther-Thomas et al. (1996), like Hepner and Newman (2010), indicate 
that teachers must become familiar with one another’s strengths, weaknesses, interests.
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attitudes, and educational philosophy. Further, they indicate that participants must be honest 
when discussing philosophy and beliefs and be open-minded to their partner’s responses 
(Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). Researchers shared questions that might be beneficial as co­
teachers begin the acquaintance process in understanding each other’s expectations and 
beliefs (Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). Exemplars of the prompts provided in the 
questionnaire are how and when do you communicate with families, what instructional 
methods do you like to use, and what are your expectations o f  students regarding assignment 
and homework completion. In a synthesis of qualitative and quantitative co-teaching 
literature, Weiss and Brigham (2000) found that co-teachers who reported a shared 
philosophy of instruction and behavior management had positive perceptions of co-teaching.
In a similar vein, Mastropieri et al. (2005) argued that when teachers get along and work well 
together, students with disabilities are more likely to have successful inclusive experiences.
They found that in successful co-teaching situations, special education and general education 
co-teachers’ relationships were built on trust and mutual respect for one another’s expertise 
in their respective fields (Mastropieri et al., 2005). Conversely, they found that when there 
were conflicting beliefs about co-teaching, managing behavior and how to interact with 
students, there were adverse impacts on co-teaching relations (Mastropieri et al., 2005). 
Walther-Thomas and colleagues (1996) highlighted a fundamental philosophical belief that is 
vital to co-teaching success; effective co-teachers eliminate my/your thinking and vocabulary 
and readily embrace inclusive beliefs that reflect joint ownership and responsibility for all 
students (Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). Whereas philosophical agreement is essential, 
particularl y one with an undertone that supports the inclusion of all students (Mastropieri et 
al., 2005; Walther-Thomas et al.. 2005). it alone is not sufficient for co-teaching success.
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Co-teacher Knowledge
Teachers involved in co-teaching must have knowledge of both content and EEP goals, 
accommodations, and modifications (Gately & Gately, 2001; Rice & Zigmund, 2000). Rice 
and Zigmund (2000), like numerous other researchers (Keefe & Moore, 2004; Walther- 
Thomas et al., 1996; Weiss & Lloyd, 2002), found that when special educators had strong 
content knowledge they assumed greater levels of instructional responsibility. Secondary 
special education teachers stated that they often have to prove themselves as being capable of 
teaching secondary courses (Rice & Zigmund, 2000). However, many were unsuccessful at 
this task because of lack of content knowledge (Rice & Zigmund, 2000). In fact, a special 
education teacher from Pennsylvania demonstrated frustration about her lack of content 
knowledge when she stated, “it is difficult to teach something you were not trained to teach” 
(Rice & Zigmund, 2000, p. 195). Similar results were found in Mastropieri et al.’s (2005) 
study of elementary, middle, and high school co-teachers. Mastropieri et al. (2005) found that 
as the content became more difficult, the level of the special education teacher’s content 
knowledge impacted special education teachers’ involvement in instruction. Hence, if special 
education teachers had limited content knowledge in high-level courses, they were more 
likely to act as instructional assistants as opposed to teachers who have parity with the 
content expert. Keefe and Moore (2004) too found that special educators with limited content 
knowledge had narrowed roles in the classroom. They found that special education co­
teachers believe that if special educators do not know the curriculum, general education 
teachers will not trust them (Keefe & Moore. 2004) which could adversely impact co-teacher 
relationships and ultimately co-teaching success (Mastropieri et al., 2005). A major problem 
regarding lack of co-teacher content knowledge was emphasized in Weiss and Lloyd's
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(2002) study of rural middle and high school special education co-teachers. Weiss and Lloyd 
(2002) found that special educators were not delivering specialized instruction in co-taught 
classes partially because of lack of content knowledge. The lack of specialized instruction in 
co-taught classes could present a larger problem of non-compliance as special education, per 
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (2004), is specially designed 
instruction, at no cost to the parents, to meet the unique needs of a child with a disability.
As a result of the multiplicity of problems that could arise from failure to provide 
specialized instruction due to limited content knowledge, researchers have identified 
strategies to increase special educators’ capacity relative to content knowledge (Keefe & 
Moore, 2004; Simmons & Magiera, 2007). Both special and general education co-teachers in 
Keefe and Moore’s (2004) study suggested that special education teachers limit their focus to 
one or two content areas in order to become more proficient with the curriculum. Simmons 
and Magiera (2007) went a step further and recommended that special education co-teachers 
become an integral part of the content department for the subject area that they teach. Joining 
content departments would afford special education co-teachers opportunities to network and 
engage in curriculum discussions with general education teachers in their respective content 
areas. Whereas the majority of research on teacher knowledge as it relates to co-teaching 
emphasizes the need for special educators to have some degree of competence with the 
curriculum; some researchers have also highlighted a skill base needed by both general and 
special education co-teachers relative to the implementation students’ lEPs.
It is essential that both general and special education co-teachers to have the ability to 
incorporate IEP goals, objectives, and accommodations into instruction and assessment to 
enhance student success (Gately &Gately, 2001). Unfortunately, the ability of general
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education teachers to provide instruction that explicitly addresses components of the IEP is 
not currently reality (Keefe & Moore, 2004). Research indicates that additional work is 
needed before this expectation can be realized as general educators need further assistance 
(Keefe & Moore, 2004). More specifically, general education co-teachers stated that they 
need more information about working with students with disabilities and making 
modifications in order to appropriately incorporate IEP goals, accommodations, and 
modifications into instruction (Keefe and Moore, 2004). Beyond knowledge, content and 
IEP, researchers indicated that successful co-teachers have clarity regarding their tasks in co- 
taught classes.
Roles and Responsibilities
Effective co-teachers have clearly defined roles and responsibilities (Friend & Cook, 
2004; Murawski & Deiker, 2004). Teachers need to have preliminary conversations before 
engaging in co-teaching to define roles such that one person is not under or over-utilized in 
the co-teaching relationship (Murawski & Deiker, 2004). Further, effective co-teachers share 
responsibilities such as grading and planning (Drake & McGary, 2008), ensure all meetings 
and correspondence with families reflect contributions of both teachers (Walther-Thomas et 
al., 1996), and share their assigned space which results in parity within the co-teaching 
partnership (Drake & McGary, 2008). Ultimately, effective co-teachers create learning and 
teaching environments where both teachers’ contributions are valued and roles and 
responsibilities are shared equitably (Walther-Thomas et al., 1996).
Special education teachers' roles in co-taught classes are an area of concern in numerous 
co-teaching articles (Harbort et al., 2007; Keefe & Moore, 2004; Pugach & Winn, 2011).
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Research indicates that special education teachers do not need to become quasi-content 
teachers in order to become a full partner in co-taught classes (Mageria et al., 2005). Instead, 
special education co-teachers are to be familiar with the curriculum and teach processes to 
help students understand the subject matter (Mageria et al., 2005; Rice & Zigmond, 2000). 
Whilst parity is emphasized, research indicates that shared roles and responsibilities are often 
not the reality in co-taught classes. Extant co-teaching literature indicates the one teach, one 
assist co-teaching model is the primary co-teaching method used in co-taught classes 
(Scruggs et al., 2007). Keefe and Moore (2004b) conducted a study with suburban high 
school co-teachers to gain additional insight about co-teaching practices. Participants in the 
study indicated they received no direction relative to special education teachers’ roles within 
co-taught classes and were left to their own devices to figure out how to work together. 
Hence, there was great variability amongst teams relative to co-teaching roles. Some co­
teaching teams shared instructional duties whereas others defaulted to the general education 
teacher taking the lead and relegating special education teachers to serve as instructional 
assistants (Keefe & Moore, 2004b). In a study that focused on the behaviors of teachers in 
co-taught classes, Harbort et al. (2007) too found that co-teachers primarily use the one 
teach, one assist co-teaching model, where the general education teacher takes on the 
primary teaching role and the special education teacher serves as an aide. Similarly Fentie 
and McDuffie-Landrum (2011), in their study of urban and rural co-teachers, found that 
general educators began each lesson and took the lead during lesson while special educators 
provided support. Thus, irrespective of school district type and grade level, researchers found 
that most often co-teaching roles are not equal and general education teachers assume the
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dominate role. Cases, such as those described above, where special education teachers take 
subordinate roles reduce the potential benefits of co-teaching (Pugach & Winn, 2011).
Numerous reasons have been reported as to why there is a lack of parity regarding roles 
and responsibilities in co-taught classes. Special education teachers reported they were 
scheduled to co-teach in multiple classes during one period, had limited understanding of the 
content taught, did not feel welcomed into the classroom by their general education 
counterparts, and/or had students with disabilities in co-taught classes who required very 
little support or who might have been better served in a more restrictive setting due to the 
severity of their needs (Weiss & Lloyd, 2002). Despite the barriers to equitable roles and 
responsibilities identified by Weiss and Lloyd (2002), Mageria et al. (2005) asserted that 
special education co-teachers need to go beyond observe and monitoring roles and utilize 
other small group configurations described in Cook and Friend’s (1995) co-teaching models.
To that end, researchers provided examples of how both teachers, general education and 
special education, can be actively involved in the instructional sequence.
Measures can be taken to increase parity relative to teachers’ roles and responsibilities in 
co-taught classes. Murawski and Deiker (2004) provided examples of actions that co-teachers 
can employ that result in active involvement of both teachers. One professional modeling 
note taking while the other presents a lecture to the class, one professional prepping half the 
class for one side of a debate while the other professional prepares the other half of the class 
for a debate from the opposing side, and one professional explaining a new concept while the 
other does a role play or asks clarifying questions are examples of ways both educators can 
have active, valued roles in co-taught classes (Murawski & Deiker, 2004). Hence, parity in 
co-teaching situations does not mean that co-teachers need to do everything together; they
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just need to make equal contributions (Murawski, 2012). Moreover, both teachers in co- 
taught classes must be responsible for student learning (Nichols, Dowdy, & Nichols, 2010). 
In order to cultivate parity throughout the instructional sequence, co-teachers must plan 
collectively.
Co-planning
Co-planning, planning with one’s co-teacher, has been found to be a vital to co-teaching 
success (Gately & Gately, 2001; Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Scruggs, Mastropieri, & 
McDuffie, 2007; Simmons & Magiera, 2007; Walther-Thomas, Bryant & Land, 1996; Weiss 
& Brigham, 2000). Researchers consistently agree that co-planning time is needed for co­
teaching success and should be incorporated into the schedule (Gately & Gately, 2001; 
Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 2007; Simmons & Magiera, 
2007; Walther-Thomas et al., 1996; Weiss & Brigham, 2000). However, Fentie and 
McDuffie (2011) stated that if co-teachers are not allotted co-planning time within the 
confines of the school schedule, they must be willing to find time before or after school to 
plan with their co-teacher. Whereas researchers consistently proclaim co-planning is 
essential, the recommended amount of co-planning time needed to be successful varies. 
Some researchers recommend as little as 30 minutes of co-planning per week (Murawski, 
2012), while others suggests time that ranges from 45-60 minutes per week (Kohler-Evans, 
2006; Walther-Thomas, Bryant & Land, 1996). In spite of the varied amount of 
recommended co-planning time, researchers identified strategies that enable co-teachers to 
co-plan efficiently.
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Co-teaching articles and how to guides provide tips to enhance the co-planning process. 
Hepner and Newman (2010) state that in order to use co-planning time effectively, many co­
teachers utilize co-planning templates that address the co-teaching model used, identify 
accommodation and modifications for students with disabilities in the class, and identify 
teachers’ roles. Another resource is Murawski’s (2012) 10 co-planning tips to help teachers 
maximize their allotted time and plan differentiated lessons. Co-teachers shall ensure they 
have a regularly scheduled time for common planning in a location that is free from 
distractions. Co-teachers shall use an agenda and avoid engaging in off-task behaviors such 
as socializing, talking on the phone, or working on other individual assignments. Murawski 
(2012) also suggests that co-teachers have predefined roles and responsibilities and district of 
labor for tasks. Additionally, co-teachers should have standing roles and responsibilities for 
reoccurring tasks such as developing warm-ups or updating the homework site so that those 
things do not have to be discussed during planning. Further, co-teachers can jointly identify 
standards, goals, and the overall picture of instruction and divide tasks during co-planning 
and complete them independently so that the teachers have more flexibility with their time. 
This strategy, however, requires co-teachers to trust that their partner will complete their 
assigned tasks. The eighth tip suggests that co-teachers incorporate time during co-planning 
to assess their instruction and interactions as well as discuss student needs. However, 
Murawski (2012) cautions co-teachers on engaging in counterproductive dialogue whereby 
teachers use co-planning time to complain about students. The last time saving strategy is to 
maintain copies of lessons plans such that teachers can edit or revise plans from year-to-year 
instead of recreating lessons from scratch. Murawski's (2012) first nine tips provide
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recommendations for the efficient use of co-planning time but the tenth co-planning tip is the 
crux of the co-planning process.
Research indicates need to focus on the what, how, and who during co-planning 
(Murawski, 2012). When co-planning, teachers need to determine what needs to be taught in 
the lesson, how the lesson will be presented so that it is universally accessible to all students, 
and identify students that may need additional support to access the lesson. Typically the 
strongest person in the content area leads the conversation relative to what needs to be taught, 
the strategy specialist typically leads the conversation regarding who may need additional 
supports, and both teachers make equal contributions about lesson presentation. By and large, 
the recommendations presented by Murawski (2012) and Hepner and Newman (2010) may 
be beneficial in addressing issues relative to co-planning or lack thereof highlighted in co­
teaching literature.
Numerous scholars highlighted co-planning as an element that impacts co-teaching 
effectiveness. A meta-synthesis of co-teaching literature, based on 32 studies, indicates that 
successful co-teachers identified planning time as a key variable to co-teaching success 
(Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 2007). In their study of elementary, middle, and high 
school co-teachers, Fentie and McDuffie-Landrum (2011) found that special and general 
education teachers who planned instruction together were more likely to equally share 
classroom instructional duties than those who did not engage in collaborative planning. 
Further, in cases where co-teachers did not have co-planning time, special educators were 
more likely to be observed serving in a supportive role as opposed to sharing instructional 
duties equally with general education teachers (Fentie & McDuffie-Landrum, 2011). Weiss 
and Brigham (2000) also supported the concept that planning time is an essential factor for
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co-teaching success. In a review of co-teaching literature, Weiss and Brigham (2000) found 
that teachers who had co-planning tended to have positive perceptions of co-teaching 
whereas teachers who had inconsistent or no planning time had less favorable perceptions. 
Across various studies, researchers continuously indicate co-planning impacts co-teaching 
success. Walther-Thomas (1997) provides yet another example of how co-planning impacts 
co-teaching success, however she addresses co-planning by grade level.
In a three-year study of elementary and middle school co-teachers, Walther-Thomas 
(1997) found that finding time for co-teachers to plan together during school hours was 
difficult for many schools. Further Walther-Thomas (1997) found that it was extremely 
difficult for elementary teachers to have co-planning time during the school day as their 
planning was typically separated into increments of 20-25 minutes. Principals who 
participated in the study said they tried to incorporate more planning time for teachers but it 
is difficult trying to align planning and class time. Middle school co-teachers however, did 
not report having hardships which may be due in part to the organizational structure of 
middle schools as that have an average of 45-60 minutes of grade level or team planning and 
45-60 minutes of co-planning per week (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Notwithstanding the 
planning concerns identified primarily by elementary co-teachers, participants in the study 
indicated that co-planning gets easier over time because a) co-teachers develop routines after 
working together for a period of time, b) special education teachers become more familiar 
with the content, and c) co-teachers become more comfortable with one another and are able 
to freely discuss ideas (Walther-Thomas, 1997).
Whereas secondary teachers often have time allocated in the schedule for co-planning, 
they too experience difficulties having effective co-planning sessions. Dieker (2001) studied
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middle and high school co-teaching teams who were effectively meeting the needs of 
students with disabilities. Dieker (2001) found that successful co-teaching teams had 
structures in place for co-planning time and on average had 45.5 minutes of planning per 
week (Dieker, 2001). In spite of the time allotted, successful co-teachers stated that they 
would have liked additional planning time such that they would have an average of 128.5 
minutes of planning per week (Dieker, 2001). Beyond a desire to have additional co­
planning time, teachers stated that a major concern regarding co-planning was the lack of 
sanctity for planning time as a number of factors tend to interrupt planning activities 
(Dieker, 2001).
Moreover, teachers across levels indicate that co-planning is imperative for co-teaching 
success (Dieker, 2001; Walther-Thomas, 1997). Whether it is done before, during, or after 
school, co-teachers need opportunities to co-plan to ensure they meet the needs of all 
students and to ensure there is parity amongst co-teachers relative to instructional roles and 
responsibilities (Fentie & McDuffie-Landrum, 2011). Irrespective of the amount of co­
planning time, scholars have provided a plethora of co-planning tips and recommendations 
such that teachers are able to efficiently use their allotted planning time. While most co­
planning responsibilities rest in the hands of co-teachers, the provision of co-planning time 
during the day is an administrative function. Teachers may realize co-teaching success in the 
absence of co-planning time within the school schedule because they utilize time before or 
after school to co-plan, however there are other factors that fall within administrators’ 
purview that are essential for co-teaching success that may not be so easily overcome if not 
provided.
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Administrative support is vital to ensuring that structures are in place that foster co­
teaching success. District and building level administrative support are integral as schools 
embark upon co-teaching as a means to support students with disabilities (Murawski & 
Deiker, 2004; Murawski & Deiker, 2008; Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 2007). More 
specifically, district-level administrators provide endorsement to schools to implement co­
teaching by communicating the strategy to various stakeholders, ensuring there is not 
duplication of efforts, and by allocating the necessary resources to support the initiative 
(Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 2007). Building-level administrative support is also 
important as building level administrators recruit staff, visit model co-teaching sites, convene 
IEP meetings to reflect co-teaching (Scruggs et al., 2007), establish co-teaching roles, and 
establish shared classroom management (Murawski & Deiker, 2004). However, there are 
three areas of administrative support that are frequently referenced in co-teaching literature 
as being fundamental to co-teaching success: provision of professional development, teacher 
selection, and scheduling.
Professional development. Ongoing professional development and technical assistance 
must be provided to a variety of stakeholders in order to promote successful co-teaching 
(Friend & Cook, 2010). Administration must provide co-teachers with comprehensive 
information about co-teaching and encourage teachers to prepare for co-teaching prior to 
using this instructional approach (Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Murawski & Deiker, 2008). 
Furthermore, ensuring adequate professional development is provided is a responsibility of 
building-level administration as lack of or limited professional development presents an 
obstacle to co-teaching because teachers may be unfamiliar with co-teaching and may have
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limited knowledge of the purpose and expectations therein (Magiera et, al, 2005). Teachers 
from various Virginia school districts stated that there were very few professional 
development opportunities relative to co-teaching and inclusive practices at their disposal as 
novice co-teachers which were due in part to reduced professional development funds 
(Walther-Thomas, 1997). Whereas some teachers indicated that they were able to figure it 
out (co-teaching) without the provision of professional development, others stated that they 
believed additional professional development on scheduling, co-planning and co-teaching 
skills, drafting IEPs for mainstream settings, and communicating effectively to facilitate 
collaboration and teamwork would behoove them as they engage in co-teaching (Walther- 
Thomas, 1997). Friend and Cook (2010) stated that professional development for co-teaching 
teams is particularly essential because the majority of teachers were not prepared to co-teach 
during teacher preparation programs at various colleges and universities. Not only is it 
recommended that teachers receive additional professional development, it is suggested that 
building-level administrators receive professional development on co-teaching as they are 
tasked with scheduling, providing co-planning time, and a gamut of other duties related to 
co-teaching success (Friend & Cook, 2010). In a study of middle school co-teachers in 
Western Pennsylvania, Isherwood and Barger-Anderson (2008) found that lack of 
administrative support was detrimental to teachers’ perceptions, desire to co-teach, and 
results. Participants who reported poor results with co-teaching had fewer visits by the 
principal and claimed that they had not received any positive feedback by the principal or 
director of special education (Isherwood & Barger-Anderson, 2008). Further unsuccessful 
co-leachers indicated that once they began co-teaching, they never heard from or were visited 
by an administrator other than consultants working with the district (Isherwood & Barger-
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Anderson, 2008). Hence, lack of technical assistance, a component of professional 
development, too adversely impacted co-teaching success. In addition to professional 
development, co-teacher assignment is frequently cited as essential for successful 
implementation of co-teaching.
Teacher assignment. By and large research indicates that participation in co-teaching 
should be voluntary (Scruggs et al., 2007; Simmons & Magiera, 2007). Teachers believe that 
having the ability to opt to engage in co-teaching is crucial to co-teaching success (Scruggs et 
al., 2007) and increases the likelihood that teachers will be compatible (Simmons & Mageria, 
2007). Boudah, Schumaker, and Deschler, (1997) indicate that teachers who were able to 
voluntarily participate in co-teaching usually had more positive perceptions of co-teaching 
when compared to their counterparts who were assigned to co-teaching arrangements. Cook 
and Friend (2004), however, caution practitioners about using volunteer processes for co­
teacher placement. Using volunteers at the infancy stages of co-teaching was recognized as 
something that may need to occur as persons beginning new programs need to be able to take 
risks associated with implementation issues that arise. However, if a volunteer mechanism is 
solely used for co-teacher identification, one may run the risk of placing teachers’ 
preferences before student needs which should never occur (Cook & Friend, 2004). Further, 
who is selected to co-teach is just as an important administrative decision as how one is 
selected to co-teach.
Teachers selected to co-teach must be two strong, competent professionals as opposed to 
one or two weak professionals paired together to support one another (Walther-Thomas, 
Bryant, & Land, 1996). Both teachers must be capable in order to make the co-teaching 
relationship equitable and productive as it takes time to become a strong co-teacher even for
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a competent teacher (Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). Hence, researchers suggest that 
administrators keep co-teaching pairs together for at least two years such that they are able to 
develop a positive working relationship, develop effective roles and responsibilities, and 
acquire a real appreciation for their partners’ contributions (Walther-Thomas et al., 1996). In 
order to ensure co-teachers remain together for at least two years, administrators have to 
make the necessary adjustments in the schedule. Yet, pairing teachers for multiple years is 
not the only scheduling consideration that must be addressed to promote co-teaching success.
Scheduling. Administrative support is needed to ensure appropriate class composition and 
balanced caseloads (Scruggs et al., 2007; Walther-Thomas, 1997). Building-level 
administration communicate administrative support by creating balanced, heterogeneous 
rosters via hand scheduling students to avoid putting too many students who have EEPs and 
those at -risk in one class (Scruggs et al., 2007). In a study involving eight Virginia school 
districts, teachers reported that administrative support is essential in ensuring balanced class 
rosters as administrators are often needed to override computer programs or change student 
schedules (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Further teachers indicated that clustering students with 
disabilities was often helpful such that special educators had fewer classes to support 
especially in cases where special educators support multiple courses and/or grade levels 
(Walther-Thomas, 1997). On the other hand, teachers noted that clustering must be done with 
caution to avoid placing too many students with disabilities in one class (Walther-Thomas,
1997). In addition to clustering, schools who had few student scheduling and class support 
problems, utilized natural proportions when scheduling students with disabilities in co-taught 
classes whereby the percent of students with disabilities in co-taught classes was reflective of 
the percent of students with disabilities in the school (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Elementary
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schools tended to have more scheduling problems because special educators’ caseloads 
spanned multiple grade levels unlike middle school teachers who were typically assigned to 
one grade level (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Keefe and Moore (2004) and Friend (2008) state 
placing too many students with disabilities in co-taught classes or placing an appropriate 
number of students with disabilities in a co-taught classes and filling the remaining slots with 
students who struggle to learn (Friend, 2008) undermines the effectiveness of co-teaching 
programs. In their 2008 co-teaching article, Murawski and Dieker reiterate claims made by 
other researchers (Friend, 2008; Walther-Thomas, 1997) in that they stressed the importance 
of using natural proportions when creating co-taught classes as opposed to simply combining 
two classes because there are two teachers.
Extant co-teaching literature includes guidance for administrators relative to how they can 
support co-teaching, which summarizes many of the key points listed above. The first 
recommendation is for administrators to select co-teachers carefully and monitor them 
closely (Pugach & Winn, 2011). Administrators are recommended to take compatibility of 
philosophy, personality, and content expertise into consideration when selecting teachers for 
co-taught classes. Administrators should also monitor co-teaching relationships such that 
they can identify signs of distress as co-teaching relationships may change over time. The 
second recommendation for administrators is to provide targeted professional development to 
veteran and novice teachers involved in co-teaching. To that end, administrators need to 
ensure co-teachers receive professional development on instructional innovations, ways to 
integrate core curriculum and intense instruction for select students, and data driven decision­
making. Another recommendation relative to administrative support for co-teaching is 
ensuring the provision of adequate planning time that is protected from competing factors.
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Assigning special educators to specific grade levels is a mechanism to ensure there is time 
built into the schedule plan as a team. The final recommendation for ensuring administrative 
support is to provide school-wide support for inclusion. When schools are committed to 
inclusive education and have shared responsibility, resources, and accountability for all 
students’ learning, special education teachers may have less ambiguity about their roles and 
will not feel marginalized within the larger school community.
Co-teacher philosophy and knowledge, roles and responsibilities, co-planning, and 
administrative support are five factors essential to co-teaching success (Drake & McGary, 
2008; Friend & Cook, 2004; Murawski & Deiker, 2004), co-planning (Gately & Gately,
2001; Murawski & Deiker, 2004; Scruggs et al., 2007; Simmons & Magiera, 2007; Walther- 
Thomas, Bryant & Land, 1996; Weiss & Brigham, 2000). Successful co-teachers have 
philosophical agreement (Hepner & Newman, 2010), are knowledgeable both of content and 
IEP goals (Gately & Gately, 2001; Keefe & Moore, 2004), have clearly defined roles and 
responsibilities in the classroom that support parity (Murawski & Deiker, 2004), co-plan to 
ensure instruction meets the needs of all learners (Simmons & Magiera, 2007; Walther- 
Thomas et al., 1996), and have administrative support (Scruggs, Mastropieri, & McDuffie, 
2007) as demonstrated by ongoing professional development (Murawski & Deiker, 2008), 
appropriate teacher assignment (Simmons & Magiera, 2007), and balanced class rosters 
(Walther-Thomas, 1997). Whereas each element essential to co-teaching success is addressed 
separately in this study as well as in much extant literature, it is evident that many factors are 
related in that the presence of one factor impacts that presence of another. An exemplar of 
such is the connection between content know ledge, roles and responsibilities, and co­
planning. Numerous researchers indicated that lack of content knowledge and co-planning
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limits special educators’ roles in co-taught classes (Keefe & Moore, 2004b; Walther-Thomas 
et al., 1996; Weiss & Lloyd, 2002). In spite of all the research regarding elements needed for 
co-teaching success and the presentation of implementation tips for practitioners, co-teaching 
results are varied across levels and school district type.
Co-teaching: Varied Results
Extensive research has been conducted to examine the effectiveness of co-teaching for 
students with disabilities which produced heterogeneous results (Fontana, 2005; Murawski,
2006; Rea, McLaughlin, & Walter-Thomas, 2002; Weiss & Lloyd, 2002; Wilson &
Michaels, 2006; Wischnowski, Salmon, & Eaton, 2004). Co-teaching literature, while diverse 
in its results, has been mostly qualitative with limited exemplars of quantitative studies 
(Murawski & Swanson, 2001). In a meta-synthesis, Scruggs et al. (2007) analyzed 32 
qualitative studies on co-teaching where results indicate there are both pros and cons to this 
instructional approach. Teachers stated that as a result of co-teaching, they benefitted 
professionally by becoming better teachers and students without disabilities benefitted by 
having increased cooperation among students in co-taught classes, increased teacher 
attention, and increased social benefits (Scruggs et al., 2007). Additionally, the study found 
that students with disabilities in co-taught classes benefitted from co-teaching by exposure to 
peer models of appropriate behavior and additional attention (Scruggs et al., 2007). Whereas 
the abovementioned findings from the meta-synthesis present positive results from co­
teaching, they also found little use of differentiation to address individual student needs and 
found that special education teachers often serve in a subordinate role where they are solely 
responsible for behavior management (Scruggs et al., 2007).
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While the results of co-teaching are generally mixed, co-teaching has been found to be 
moderately effective in impacting outcomes for students with disabilities. In a meta-analysis, 
Murawski and Swanson (2001) considered 89 studies but could only include six as the 
remaining 83 studies failed to meet the established criteria: quantitative methodology, study 
length greater than two weeks, and characteristics within the study identify the intervention 
used as co-teaching (Murawski & Swanson, 2001). Five of the six studies included in the 
meta-analysis addressed achievement based on grades or other standardized tests (Murawski 
& Swanson, 2001). In spite of the limited number of studies included in the analysis, co­
teaching was found to be moderately effective as demonstrated by an effect size of .40. 
Whereas the meta-analysis found co-teaching to be effective, a number of scholars have 
presented co-teaching literature via individual studies in which results refute or support 
Murawski and Swanson’s (2001) assertion.
Lack of Support for Co-teaching
Various researchers have found that co-teaching does not transform the instructional 
process and is not beneficial in impacting outcomes for students with disabilities. Magiera 
and Zigmond (2005) conducted a study with middle school students in grades five through 
eight in urban, rural, and suburban school districts. They compared the experience of students 
with disabilities in general education classes when a special education teacher was present to 
when the special education teacher was not present. Results indicate that there was 
significantly more individual instruction for students with disabilities when the special 
education teacher and general education teacher were together when compared to when the 
general education teacher was alone. However, there were also significantly less interactions 
between the general education teacher and students with disabilities when the special
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education teacher was present than when the general education teacher was alone. Hence, the 
co-taught setting did not present increased student-teacher interaction as stated in other 
studies (Scruggs et al., 2007) because the special education teachers’ added interactions with 
students with disabilities serve to compensate for the decreased interaction between general 
education teachers and students with disabilities. Weiss and Lloyd (2002) also found that co­
teaching had minimal impact on the instructional process. In their study, Weiss and Lloyd 
(2002) found middle and high school special education teachers were not implementing 
specialized instruction in co-taught classes as they were in special education classes. Hence, 
students with disabilities may not have been receiving special education services as the 
special education regulations where the study was conducted defines special education 
services as “specially designed instruction, at no cost to the parent(s), to meet the unique 
needs of a child with a disability . . .” (VDOE, 2010, p. 10). Weiss and Lloyd (2002) indicated 
that teachers may not have been given the necessary information to be able to understand 
how special education teachers can incorporate specially designed instruction within co- 
taught classes to meet the needs of students with disabilities. Whereas, Mageria and Zigmund 
(2005) and Weiss and Lloyd (2002) concentrated on how co-teaching effects the instructional 
process, other researchers examined co-teaching to determine its impact on student 
outcomes.
Murawski (2006) conducted a study with urban ninth graders in which she found there 
was no difference in achievement on standardized tests or quarterly grades for students with 
disabilities in co-taught classes compared to students in mainstream or special education 
classes. Wischnowski, Salmon, and Eaton (2004) conducted a program evaluation in a rural 
school district in which they found that students with disabilities in co-taught classes
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performed commensurate with their non-disabled peers on the Kaufman Test of Educational 
Achievement and curriculum-based assessments. Likewise students with disabilities in co­
taught classes did not differ from students without disabilities relative to levels of self 
concept (Wichonowski et al., 2004). Based on these findings it would appear that the study 
supports co-teaching yet Wischonowski et al. (2004) found that students with disabilities in 
co-taught classes did not differ in performance from when they were in more restrictive 
settings. Hence, Wischonowski et al.’s (2004) study did not present findings that would 
indicate that co-teaching was of added value. In a study involving elementary students in a 
suburban school district, Rhoades (1971) found that mean improvement was higher for 
students with disabilities in special education settings than for those in co-taught classes in 
reading, spelling, and mathematics. Yet, the results from Rhoades’ study are interpreted with 
caution as his study was conducted over 30 years ago and the results may be a reflection of 
regression towards the mean. During that time span, students with disabilities with lower 
baseline performance typically received their instruction in special education settings which 
may account for the larger average growth as they had a greater deficit and are moving 
toward average performance. Notwithstanding the abovementioned results that fail to 
demonstrate that co-teaching is an effective way of impacting outcomes for students with 
disabilities, some studies have found co-teaching to be beneficial.
Research Supportive of Co-teaching
Various researchers have identified positive outcomes as a result of co-teaching. Fontana 
(2005) conducted a study with eighth-grade students in an urban junior high school. She 
found that students with disabilities in co-taught classes had a significant increase in math 
and English grades from 7lh to 8lh grade whereas their counterparts in solo-taught classes did
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not. Further, Fontana (2005) did a within group comparison and found that students with 
disabilities in co-taught math and English classes had a significant increase in math and self 
concept based on pre and post-test results from the Woodcock Johnson III and Self Concept 
Scale administered in September 2002 and March 2003. Fontana also examined writing as it 
related co-teaching, but found that there was not a significant change in writing results from 
September to March. Nonetheless, the study supported co-teaching based on presented gains 
for self concept and math despite the lack progress in writing in light of the fact that students 
with learning disabilities generally do not improve their writing skills in deficit areas to a 
degree that would be detected in an eight-month time period (Fontana, 2005). McDuffie, 
Mastopieri, and Scruggs’ (2009) study consisted of 203 7th-grade students with and without 
disabilities from two suburban middle schools. McDuffie et al. (2009) found that students in 
co-taught classes outperformed students in non-co-taught classes on unit and cumulative tests 
with effect sizes .31 and .16 respectively. Another exemplar of benefits from co-teaching was 
highlighted in Wilson and Michaels’ (2006) study. Wilson and Michaels (2006) surveyed 
346 middle and high school students with and without disabilities and found that both 
students with and without disabilities felt favorably of co-teaching, frequently sought help 
from the teachers, and would take a co-taught class the following year. The participants 
identified availability of help, structural supports, multiple perspectives and teaching styles, 
and improved skills and grades as co-teaching benefits. Additionally, most participants 
indicated there were no drawbacks to co-teaching. In the cases where drawbacks were 
identified, the areas highlighted by select students as drawbacks would most likely be 
categorized as benefits by adults. Exemplars of the stated drawbacks were they grade harder, 
a little more homework, and they give you more work. Hence, the study was found to support
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the use of co-teaching to support both students with and without disabilities. In a 2002 study, 
Rea, McLaughlin, and Walter-Thomas conducted a study in which they compared 
achievement, behavior, and attendance of students with disabilities in self contained and co- 
taught classes. Whereas there was no difference in performance on the Literacy Passport 
Tests, math, reading comprehension, science, and social science portion of the Iowa Basic 
Skills Tests, or number of suspension for students with disabilities in co-taught classes 
compared to students with disabilities in resource classes, Rea et al. (2002) found that co­
teaching did benefit students with disabilities. The researchers found that eighth-grade 
students with disabilities in co-taught classes had higher grades in all four core content areas, 
higher performance on the math and language sections of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, and 
higher attendance than students with disabilities in resource classes (Rea et al., 2002). 
Klinger, Vaughn, Hugher, Schumm, and Elbaum (1998) found that third through sixth grade 
students with disabilities in co-taught classes had significant pre to post -test gains in reading 
on the Basic Academic Skills Samples with a large effect size of .78.
Based on studies in extant literature, there continues to be inconsistencies in co-teaching 
results despite the identification of elements needed for co-teaching success (Scruggs et al., 
2007). The studies presented here span time hence success or lack thereof with co-teaching 
cannot be characterized by time periods as some studies conducted in the early 2000s found 
co-teaching to have no effect on student achievement (Wischonowski et al., 2004) while 
others conducted in during the same relative timeframe found co-teaching to a positive 
benefit on student achievement and other variables related to student success (Rea et al., 
2002). Additionally. co-leaching success or absence of said success is not bounded by school 
level or type as elementary, middle, and high schools and urban, suburban, and rural school
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districts are represented in studies that proclaim co-teaching is beneficial and those that 
indicate co-teaching is not beneficial in increasing outcomes for students with disabilities. 
Hence, this study seeks to gain information about the five elements needed for co-teaching 
success from teachers as they are the most important school related factor to student success 
(RAND Education, 2012). More specifically, the purpose of this study is to describe urban, 
secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching specifically as it relates to five elements 
needed for co-teaching success: a) co-teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, c) co­
teaching roles and responsibilities, d) co-planning, and e) administrative support and to 
determine the extent that co-teachers’ perceptions differ by subgroup.
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Chapter 3: Methods
Failure of students with disabilities to meet achievement targets (USDOE, 2012) and 
increasing numbers of student with disabilities educated in general education settings 
(USDOE, 2010) have prompted educators to seek answers to what should be done to support 
students with disabilities in the LRE such that they achieve academic success. Co-teaching, a 
special education service delivery model in which two certified teachers, one general 
educator and one special educator, share responsibility for planning, delivering, and 
evaluating instruction for a diverse group of students, including students with disabilities 
(Zigmund & Mageria, 2001), has been utilized by school districts to address the 
aforementioned equity and accountability issues (Bryant et al., 2012). Therefore, obtaining 
information from teachers, most important school related factor to student success (RAND 
Education, 2012), about their perceptions of co-teaching may provide insight as to why some 
teachers are successful in impacting student achievement in co-taught classes and others are 
not. Hence, the purpose of this study was to describe urban, secondary co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching specifically as they relate to five elements needed for co-teaching 
success: a) co-teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, c) co-teaching roles and 
responsibilities, d) co-planning, and e) administrative support, and to determine the extent 
that co-teachers’ perceptions differ by subgroup. As such, a quantitative study utilizing a 
cross-sectional survey design (Creswell, 2012) was employed. The purpose of this chapter is 
to provide detailed information regarding this study's methodology. Consequently, this
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chapter will reiterate the study’s research questions and identify the study’s research 
paradigm, population, sample, instrumentation, data collection, and data analyses.
Research Questions
This study sought to describe the perceptions of urban, secondary co-teachers as they 
pertain to five elements needed for co-teaching success. More specifically this study centered 
on the following research questions:
1. To what extent do successful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
2. To what extent do general education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ 
from special education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
3. To what extent do middle school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
high school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
4. To what extent do novice co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from veteran 
co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
5. To what extent do voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from non­
voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
6. To what extent do co-teaching models used by successful co-teachers differ from 
those used by unsuccessful co-teachers?
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Research Paradigm
A cross-sectional survey design was utilized to address this study’s six research questions. 
Survey research involves statistical analysis of quantitative data to describe attitudes, 
behaviors, or characteristics of a population (Creswell, 2012). Furthermore, cross-sectional 
survey designs are conducted at one point in time where two or more groups are compared 
based on attitudes, beliefs, opinions, or practices. Hence, use of a cross-sectional survey 
design was appropriate in this study as this study sought to describe co-teachers’ perceptions 
of co-teaching by comparing the perceptions of various co-teacher subgroups in the spring of 
2013.
Population and Sample
The population of interest for this study was general and special education, middle and 
high school co-teachers from an urban school district in eastern Virginia. The size of the 
population was 235 based on existing middle and high school master schedules. Co-teachers 
are unique because of their assignment, but primarily they are general education or special 
education teachers. In light of the fact that demographic data is not maintained specifically 
about co-teachers and because co-teachers are primarily general or special educators, 
characteristics about teachers from the district of study are presented.
Teachers within the eastern Virginia school district represent similar demographics to 
teachers across the state in many facets. Ninety-five percent of the district's educators who 
teach core academic classes are highly qualified per the federal definition (VDOE, 2012). In 
terms of licensure. 8l7r of teachers hold a provisional or special education provisional license 
which slightly exceeds the state statistic. Fifty percent of teachers within the school district
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have advance degrees compared to the 53% across the state. However, teachers within the 
selected school district are very transient as only 32% of teachers have five or more years 
teaching experience (identifying source, 2012). Beyond teacher characteristics, a number of 
other variables define the school district of study.
Study Site
The eastern Virginia school district in which the study was conducted serves 
approximately 24,000 students of which 18.5% are students with disabilities as defined by 
IDEA 2004 (identifying reference, 2012). There is minimal ethnic diversity within the district 
as the student body is 80% African American, 9% White, 9% Hispanic, and the remaining 
2% is representative of other ethnic groups. In terms of socioeconomic status, the families of 
students who attend school in the district are similar in nature, with approximately 70% of 
enrolled students receiving free or reduced lunch. The district of study is comprised of 28 
elementary schools, eight middle schools, five comprehensive high schools, and three 
specialty schools. Class size varies in the district based on level: kindergarten to third grade 
is 18, fourth and fifth grade is 24, sixth to twelfth grade is 22, and specialty school classes are 
18. Relative to academic standing, the district met the federal Annual Measureable Objective 
(AMO) for math based on a three-year average but failed to meet the federal AMO for 
reading or graduation (VDOE, 2012). As a gap group, students with disabilities met the 
federal target in reading. Whereas, students with disabilities also met the federal targets in 
mathematics and graduation, they did so using alternate methods. Students with disabilities 
met the target in math using the three-year average and the federal graduation indicator by 
reducing the failure rate by at least ten percent. In order to support student achievement and
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maintain compliance with federal and state special education regulations, the school district 
provides a continuum of services for students with disabilities.
Co-taught classes, an option within the continuum of services for students with 
disabilities, are available at each comprehensive elementary, middle, and high school within 
the district. The district provides professional development on co-teaching at least annually 
and provides teachers with the Roles and Responsibilities o f Staff in Co-taught Classes 
(identifying reference, 2011), the district’s guide that outlines expectations for general and 
special education teachers and instructional assistants in co-taught classes. The district 
defines co-teaching as “a service delivery option with two or more professionals sharing 
responsibility for a group of students for some or all of the school day in order to combine 
their expertise to meet student needs” as outlined in the Regulations Governing Special 
Education Programs fo r  Children with Disabilities in Virginia (VDOE, 2010, p.3). The 
number of students with disabilities in co-taught classes varies as some are required to be in a 
class with a general and special education teacher and others are arbitrarily included in co- 
taught classes via the scheduling system. Co-teaching practices within the school district are 
monitored at the building level by school-based administration as well as by representatives 
from central administration from the Office of Exceptional Education and Student Services, 
Department of Instruction, Department of Federal Programs, and other members of the 
Superintendent’s cabinet.
To gain access to the site, the researcher submitted the External Research Proposal 
Application to the district's Office of Research and Evaluation as an official request to 
conduct the study. Additionally, the researcher contacted the Research and Evaluation 
Coordinator to ensure the request was received and to determine if any additional data was
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needed to process the request. Further, the researcher submitted a request to conduct this 
study with the College of William and Mary School of Education Institutional Review Board. 
Consequently, this study was exempted from formal review as it was found to comply with 
appropriate ethical standards.
Sample
The participants in this study consisted of middle and high school, general and special 
education teachers from an eastern Virginia school district. These participants were selected 
via purposive sampling (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007) from the population. Teachers selected for 
the study had to meet the following criteria: a) be a general or special education teacher, b) 
instruct students in grades six, seven, eight, nine, 10, 11, or 12 at a comprehensive school, 
and c) currently teach one or more co-taught classes. Purposive sampling was selected such 
that participants would be able to respond knowledgeably about co-teaching at the middle or 
high school level. Further, purposive sampling decreases the likelihood that participants will 
lack knowledge needed to answer survey questions (Gall et al., 2007).
Individual co-teachers, not co-teaching pairs, constituted the unit of analysis. Of the 235 
middle and high school co-teachers who represented the population, 95 co-teachers 
participated in the survey which resulted in a response rate of 40%, which is about average 
for surveys distributed via email (University of Texas, 2011). Participants were classified 
into a number of subgroups, not mutually exclusive, based on survey data which resulted in 
the following categories: 17 successful co-teachers and78 unsuccessful co-teachers; 57 
general co-teachers and38 special education co-teachers; 58 middle school co-teachers and 
37 high school co-teachers; 23 novice co-teachers and72 veteran co-teachers; and 12 
voluntary co-teachers and 83 non-voluntary co-teachers. Overall, participants in this study
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demonstrated similar demographics, by subgroup, relative to highest level of education, total 
years of teaching experience, and content areas co-taught, but demonstrated diversity relative 
to areas of certification.
Highest level of education. A Bachelor’s degree reflects the highest level of education 
for participants within most subgroups in this study. More specifically, between 33% and 
47% of successful and unsuccessful co-teachers, general and special education co-teachers, 
middle school co-teachers, novice and veteran co-teachers, and non-voluntary co-teachers 
indicated that a Bachelor’s degree was their highest degree awarded. However, the majority 
of the high school co-teachers had a Master’s degree with additional credits and voluntary 
co-teachers typically had a Master’s degree. Specific information relative to highest level of 
education obtained is illustrated in Table 1 with the number of participants per subgroup and 
percent of participants within each subgroup for each specified level of education.
Table 1
Highest Level of Education by Subgroup
Highest 
le v e l of 
education
I.evel o f  Success Teacher Type Teacher Level Years o f Experience Selection for Co-teaching
Success Unsuccessful General Special Middle High Novice Veteran Volunteer Non­
volunteer
F (% ) F (% ) F (%) F (%) F (% ) F (%■) F (%) F (% ) F (%)
F (%)
Bachelors 12(71% ) .22(41%) 27(47%) 17(45% ) 22 (57%) 11
(20%)
12(52% ) 32 (44%) 4 (33% ) 40(48% )
Masters 3 (18% ) 26(22% ) 21 (27%) 8(21% ) 18(21% ) 11
(30%)
11 (48%) 18(25% ) 6 (50%) 23 (28%)
Masters+ 2(12% ) 20 (26%) 9(16% ) 12(24% ) 7(12% ) 15
(40%)
0(0% ) 22(31% ) 2(17% ) 20(24% )
Years of teaching experience. Like highest level of education, sample participants were 
similar regarding their total >ears of leaching experience across subgroups with a few 
exceptions. Most co-teachers within the study had six to ten years teaching experience. More
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specifically, a relatively large percent of co-teachers within the following subgroups had six 
to ten years total teaching experience: successful, unsuccessful, general education, middle 
school, high school, veteran, volunteer, and non-voluntary co-teachers. The exceptions were 
special education and novice co-teachers in that a relatively high percentage of special 
education co-teachers had 21 or more years of total teaching experience whereby they had 
more seniority than any other subgroup. Conversely, all novice co-teachers have zero to five 
years total teaching experience per the operational definition of novice within this study. The 
details relative to years of experience for each subgroup are captured in Table 2 where 
frequencies of participants and percent of participants per group are displayed.
Table 2
Years of Experience by Subgroup
Years of 
Experience
Level o f Success Teacher Type Teacher Level Years o f Experience Selection for Co-teaching
Success
F (% )
Unsuccessful
F<%)
General
F (% )
Special
F<%)
Middle
F (%)
High
F (%)
Novice
F (% )
Veteran
F (% )
Volunteer
F (% )
Non- 
volunteer 
F (%)
0-5 Years 3 (1HVF > 20(26% ) 18(32% ) 5(13% ) 16(28% ) 7(19% ) 23
(100%)
0(0 % ) 3(25% ) 20(24% )
6-10 Years 7(41% ) 24 (31%) 19(33% ) 12(32% ) 21 (36%) 10(27% ) 0(0 % ) 31 (43%) 4(33% ) 27 (33%)
11-15 Years 1 (6%) 11 (14%) 7(12% ) 5(14% ) 4 (7 % ) 8(22% ) 0 (0 % ) 12 (17%) 0 (0 % ) 12 (14%)
16-20 Years 1 (6%) 7 (9%) 5(9% ) 3 (8%) 5 (9%) 3 (8%) 0 (0 % ) 8(11% ) 2(17% ) 6 (7 % )
21+ Years 6(30% ) 16(21% ) 8(14% ) 13(34% ) 12(21% ) 9(24% ) 0 (0 % ) 21 (29%) 3 (25%) 18 (22% )
Content areas co-taught. English, language arts, and reading co-teachers represented the 
largest percentage of co-teachers within most of the subgroups within this study to include 
unsuccessful co-teachers, general and special education co-teachers, middle and high school 
co-teachers, novice and veteran co-teachers, and non-voluntary co-teachers as demonstrated 
in Tabic 3. Successful co-teachers also had a high percentage of co-teachers identified as 
English, language arts, and reading teachers; however, successful co-teachers also had a high
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percentage of history social science co-teachers. Moreover, 88% of successful co-teachers 
taught English, language arts, reading, and/or history social science. Voluntary co-teachers 
were also different from the larger sample in that half of the teachers within that subgroup 
co-taught mathematics.
Table 3
Content Areas Co-taught by Subgroup
Content Area 
Co-taught
Level o f Success Teacher Type Teacher Level Years o f  Experience Selection for Co-teaching
Success Unsuccessful General Special M iddle High Novice Veteran Volunteer Non­
volunteer
F (% ) F (% ) F (%) F (%) F (% ) F (%) F (%) F (% ) F (% )
F (%)
8 (47% ) 32(41% )English / 
language 
Arts / 
Reading
Mathematics 3 (18% ) 24(31% )
Science 2 (12% ) 15(19% )
History /
Social 
Science
25(44% ) 15(39% ) 25(43% ) 15
(41%)
11(48%) 29(40% ) 4 (33% ) 36(43% )
16(28% ) 11(29% ) 18(31% ) 9 (24% ) 8 (35% ) 19(26% ) 6 (50% )
8(14% ) 9 (2 4 % ) 9 (1 6 % ) 8 (22% ) 2 (9 % ) 15(21% ) 2 (17% )
21 (25%) 
15(18% )
21 (25%)7 (41% ) 17(22% ) 14(25% ) 10(26% ) 17(29% ) 7 (19% ) 6 (2 6 % ) 18(25% ) 3(25% )
Note. Percentages per subgroup may total more than 100% as some co teachers currently teach more than one content area.
Areas of certification. Despite there being almost 20 more general education co-teachers 
than special education co-teachers in the sample, a large percentage of participants in 
multiple subgroups were certified in special education. Of the nine certification areas 
included on the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012), special education was the 
dominant certification area within the following subgroups: successful and unsuccessful co­
teachers, special education co-teachers, high school co-teachers, veteran co-teachers, and 
voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. As demonstrated in Table 4, 10 general education 
co-teachers were certified in special education indicating that they could potentially bring 
both content and strategy expertise. Conversely, four of the 38 special education co-teachers 
were not certified in special education: therefore they may not possess knowledge of how to
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provide specialized instruction for students with disabilities. Another area of certification that 
prevailed with select subgroups, general education, middle school, and novice co-teachers, is 
middle education. The large percentage of co-teachers with middle education certification is 
logical as more than 60% of the sample was middle school teachers.
Table 4
Certification Area by Subgroup
Certification
Area
Level o f  Success Teacher Type Teacher Level Years o f Experience Selection for Co­
teaching
Success
F(%>
Unsuccessful
F (%)
General
F (% )
Special
F (%)
M iddle
F (% )
High
F (%)
Novice
F<%)
Veteran
F (%)
Volunteer
F (%)
Non­
volunteer
F (%)
Special
Education
10 (.W E) 34 (44%) 10(18% ) 34 (89%) 22
(38%)
22 (59%) 7 (30% ) 37 (51%) 9 (75% ) 35 (42% )
Elementary
Education
1 (6%) 10(13% ) 6(11% ) 5(13% ) 9(16% ) 2 (5%) 0 (0 % ) 11 (15%) 1 (8%) 10(12% )
Middle
Education
4 (24%) 24(31% ) 20(35% ) 8(21% ) 23
(40%)
5(14% ) 10
(43%)
18(25% ) 4 (33% ) 24 (29%)
Science
History
2(18% ) 7(9% ) 7 (12%) 2(5% ) 6 (10% ) 3(8% ) 0(0 % ) 9(13% ) 0 (0 % ) 9 (11% )
English
6 (45% ) 10(13% ) 10(18% ) 6(16% ) 9(16% ) 7(19% ) 3 (13%) 13(18% ) 3(25% ) 13(16% )
M atliematics
5 (29%) 21 (27%) 13 (23%) 13(34% ) 18
(31%)
8 (22%) 7 (30%) 19(26% ) 3(25% ) 23 (28%)
Career
Technical
Education
1 (6%) 14(18% ) 12 (21% ) 3(8% ) 10
(17%)
5 (14%) 7 (30%) 8(11% ) 3(25% ) 12(14% )
< )ther
0 (0 % ) 2(3% ) 0 (0 % ) 2(5% ) 0(0% ) 2 (5% ) 0(0% ) 2 (3% ) 0 (0%) 2 (2% )
2 f l8 % ) 12(1 5%> 8(14% ) 
N o te : P e rc e n ta g e s  p e r  s u b g ro u p  m a y  to ta l m o re  th a n  100%
6 (16% ) 8 (14% ) 6 (16% ) 2 (9% ) ! 2 ( |7 % )  
a s  so m e  c o - te a c h e rs  h av e  m u ltip le  e n d o rs e m e n ts .
3 (25%) II (13%)
Participant by overlap by subgroup. The 95 participants in this study are included in 
multiple subgroups based on level of success, teacher type, teacher level, years of total
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teaching experience, and selection for co-teaching. Table 5 illustrates nested descriptive 
statistics for study participants based on the aforementioned areas. Results show that 77% of 
the successful co-teachers in this study are veteran, non-voluntary co-teachers of which 48% 
were classified middle school, veteran, non-voluntary co-teachers and the remaining 29% 
were identified as high school, veteran, special education, non-voluntary co-teachers. 
Similarly, 64% of unsuccessful participants were veteran, non-voluntary co-teachers: 37% 
middle school, veteran, non-voluntary co-teachers and 27% high school, veteran, non­
voluntary co-teachers. Overall, both successful and unsuccessful co-teachers in this study 
tended to be veteran, non-voluntary co-teachers.
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Table 5
Nested Descriptive Statistics by Participant Subgroups
Teacher Level Years o f  Experience Selection for 
Co-teaching
Teacher Type Level o f  Success 
F(%>
Successful Unsuccessful
Middle School Novice Volunteer General Education 0 (0% ) 3(4% )
Special Education 0 (0%) 0(0% )
Non-volunteer General Education 2(12% ) 8(10% )
Special Education 0 (0%) 3 (4%)
Veteran Volunteer General Educadon 0 (0%) 2(3% )
Special Education 0(0% ) 3 (4%)
Non-volunteer General Educadon 4 (24%) 23 (29%)
Special Education 4 (24%) 6(8% )
High School Novice Volunteer General Educadon 0(0% ) 0(0% )
Special Education 0(0% ) 0 (0%)
Non-volunteer General Education 1 (6%) 4(5% )
Special Education 0 (0%) 2(3% )
Veteran Volunteer General Education 0 (0%) 1 (1%)
Special Educadon 1 (6%) 2(3% )
Non-volunteer General Education 0 (0%) 9(12% )
Special Education 5 (29%) 12(15%)
Total 17(100% ) 78(100% )
Instrumentation
Data for this study was collected via the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012). 
The Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was designed specifically for this study to 
ensure survey elements adequately addressed the five domains highlighted in this study that 
researchers have suggested are essential to co-teaching success. Various researchers (Austin,
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2001; Gately & Gately, 2001) developed co-teaching surveys prior to the one developed for 
this study that address teacher perceptions relative to co-teaching; however the instruments 
did not include all elements needed to address co-teacher perceptions inclusive of co-teacher 
philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, roles and responsibilities, co-planning, and administrative 
support. As a result, the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was developed 
following Gall et al.’s (2007) steps for designing a research questionnaire.
After a thorough review of co-teaching literature, I developed a 29-question survey to 
address co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. The first nine questions were designed in 
multiple choice and Likert Scale (Gall et al., 2007) formats to elicit demographic data 
regarding participants’ teaching roles, level of success, educational experience, planning 
time, licensure, use of co-teaching models, and teacher selection for co-teaching. Part II, the 
last 20 survey questions, was created using a 4-point Likert Scale (Gall et al., 2007) to 
ascertain participants’ perceptions of five domains needed for co-teaching success: a) teacher 
philosophy, b) teacher knowledge, c) roles and responsibilities, d) co-planning, and e) 
administrative support. Part II of the survey was designed to fit a specific blueprint, four 
questions per domain, such that each domain equally contributes to teachers’ overall 
perceptions of co-teaching. By and large, the survey was constructed such that it would 
garner sufficient information to address the study’s research questions, but brief enough so 
that participants would complete the survey (Gall et al., 2007). Survey questions in Part II of 
the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) are presented in a closed-ended format 
(Creswell, 2012) and clustered by domains, which are separated by headings such that there 
is a logical sequence of items to enhance clarity for participants (Gall et al., 2007). Further, 
language used in the survey is void of technical, ambiguous jargon in order to make the
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content accessible to an array of staff including novice teachers. Of the 20 elements in Part II 
of the survey, one element, number 15, was reverse scored during analysis as the statement 
was negatively worded. Validation elements were placed on each survey element to prompt 
participants to respond to statements that were not addressed. However, participants were 
able to proceed with the survey without answering one or more statements.
After the initial development of the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey was complete, a 
number of steps were taken to ensure instrument validity (Creswell, 2012). First, the Co­
teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was disseminated to a panel of experts noted for 
their work in co-teaching to assess content validity (Creswell, 2012) to ensure the survey 
measured elements essential to co-teaching as proclaimed. As a result, the Co-teacher 
Perceptions Survey was revised based on feedback from the panel and only elements that 
were identified as essential by at least half of the panel were included in the final survey as 
recommended by Lawshe (1975). Based on expert feedback, the initial survey was changed 
to increase clarity and to obtain additional demographic data. Additional questions relative to 
teacher certification and co-planning were added to the demographic section, additional 
answer choices were incorporated to five questions in the demographic section, and questions 
in Part II were revised to increase clarity. After obtaining information from experts, the Co­
teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was vetted via a field test(Creswell, 2012) as 
another means to assess validity.
A field test of the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was completed February 
2013 to ascertain validity based on response processes (Creswell, 2012). Ten co-teachers 
from the district of study participated in the survey field test whereby they responded to 
survey items and made criticisms and recommendations for improving the survey prior to
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implementation as recommended by Creswell (2012) and Gall et al. (2007). The survey was 
then revised a second time based on feedback from field test participants such that 
participants could select multiple options in the demographic section and some survey 
elements reworded to be more direct. The ten co-teachers who participated in the survey field 
test were excluded from this study as recommended by Creswell (2012).
Like validity, reliability of the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) was 
addressed. In order to ensure the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) had internal 
consistency, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (Gall et al., 2007) was calculated using this study’s 
results instead of field test data due to the small number of participants included in the field 
test study (n=10). Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was obtained for Part II of instrument as a 
whole as many of the constructs are intercorrelated. Part II of the Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012), 20 questions, has a reliability coefficient of .735 which represents 
acceptable internal consistency for this exploratory study (Nunnally, 1978) as the results will 
not be used for clinical significance and will not be used for life altering decisions which 
would require a higher percentage of internally consistency to be acceptable (Cicchetti, D.
V., 1994; Johnson & Christenson, 2004). Hence, the full scale was used to address this 
study’s research questions relative to co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Cronbach’s 
alpha coefficient was also obtained for each of the five co-teaching domains to determine if 
domain reliability was strong enough to conduct statistical analysis on individual domains to 
enhance the description of co-teachers’ perceptions between subgroups in auxiliary results. 
As demonstrated in Table 6, reliability coefficients for the five domains of the Co-teacher 
Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012), when analyzed separately, vary in strength. As a result, 
three of the five domains were used for auxiliary findings as their reliability was strong
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enough for analysis in an exploratory study: co-teacher philosophy (minus question 10), co­
teacher knowledge (minus question 15), and co-planning.
Table 6
Instrument Reliability: Co-teacher Perceptions Survey
Upon receipt of approval from The College of William and Mary Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) and the superintendent’s designee to conduct the current study, March 26, 2013 
and April 2, 2013, respectively, the researcher took numerous steps to amass data relative to 
secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Subsequent to data collection, the 
researcher completed a number of statistical analyses to address this study’s research 
questions and test corresponding hypotheses. During all stages, the researcher was careful to 
maintain confidentiality.
Data Collection
Four major steps were taken to acquire data for this study as it related to the six research 
questions. First the researcher pre-contacted all teachers in the population and their 
respective principal, assistant principal, and Special Education Instruction and Compliance 
Coordinator via letter to inform them of the study, its purpose, the forthcoming survey, and 
the gift card incentive drawings for persons who complete the survey (Gall et al., 2007). One
Scale Coefficient Alpha
Full Scale
Co-teacher Philosophy*
Co-teacher Knowledge*
Roles and Responsibilities 
Co-planning 
Administrative Support
*One item deleted for individual domain analysis
.735
.709
.672
.019
.771
.476
Data Collection and Analyses
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day after the pre-contact was made, the survey was disseminated to the population via a 
unique link to their email account. The use of a web-based survey was utilized because it is 
an effective and economic method to collect survey data (Creswell, 2012). Further, the 
potential limitation of using a web-based survey, limited access to technology, was greatly 
mediated as all middle and high school teachers have computers in their classroom or have 
access to various computer labs throughout the school building. Additionally, the use of a 
unique link eliminated the risk of the email going to spam or junk mail and enabled the 
researcher to track who has completed the survey in order to send reminder and thank you 
emails to the pool. The unique link was also vital in conducting the gift card drawings for 
persons who completed the survey. The specific data collection process and timeline was 
very explicit. The pool was given twelve days to complete the survey. Reminder emails 
(Creswell, 2012) were sent to persons in the population who did not completed the survey on 
days three, eight, 9, 10, and 12. Additionally, on day nine a reminder email was sent to 
principals and assistant principals of persons in the sample pool who had not completed the 
survey such that the administrator could remind co-teachers to complete the survey before 
the end date.
The data collection process was conducted to ensure confidentiality of all participants 
(Gall et al., 2007). All participants were assigned a code to replace individuals’ names (Gall 
et al., 2007) in which only an administrative assistant knew participants’ identities in order to 
ensure the appropriate names were included in the drawing for gift cards. Additionally, data 
obtained during the study was secured within a web-based survey program that was password 
protected. Finally, when the data is exported for data analysis it was again password 
protected such that only the researcher had access to the data.
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Data Analysis
The purpose of this study was to describe secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching. More specifically, this study examined secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of five 
elements needed for co-teaching success: a) co-teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, 
c) roles and responsibilities, d) co-planning and e) administrative support, perceived use of 
co-teaching models, and the extent to which perceptions differed between subgroups via the 
Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012). Survey data from the Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) was exported into the Statistical Package fo r  the Social Sciences 
(SPSS) (George & Mallory, 2011). Prior to conducting any analysis, the researcher reviewed 
the data to ensure all codes were within the appropriate range for each survey element 
(Creswell, 2012). Next, the researcher adjusted the scale measurements for selected items to 
ensure each variable was correctly coded as nominal or scale data. The researcher then 
replaced for missing values, using the series means formula (Mallory& George, 2011) for 
four participants who did not respond to one question and one participant who did not 
respond to three questions. Following replacement of missing values, the researcher recoded 
question 15 to reflect opposite scoring as it was negatively phrased and recoded questions 
one to reflect teacher level and teacher type separately, question three to reflect level of 
success, and question four to reflect teacher experience. After the researcher cleaned the 
dataset, participants' responses were used to calculate Cronbach’s alpha coefficients 
(Creswell, 2012) for instrument reliability for the total scale and for each domain as 
described in the instrumentation section of this document. Finally, descriptive statistics 
relative to participants' demographics were obtained for the total sample and for each group 
compared as displayed in Chapter 4 of this document.
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After cleaning the data and describing participants via demographic data, two primary 
analyses were conducted to address this study’s research questions. Research questions one 
through five were addressed via a combination of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
and Wilks’ Lambda One-Way Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) (Kiess & 
Green, 2010). These research questions examine the extent to which co-teachers’ perceptions 
of co-teaching differ for successful and unsuccessful co-teachers, special and general 
education co-teachers, middle and high school co-teachers, novice and veteran co-teachers, 
and voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. Therefore ANOVAs were conducted for each 
subgroup compared using participants’ mean score on Part II of the Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012). Further MANOVAs were conducted on co-teacher philosophy, co­
teacher knowledge, and co-planning for each subgroup compared in order to obtain auxiliary 
findings. The alpha level for each ANOVA and MANOVA was set at .05 as is common in 
the social sciences (George & Mallory, 2011). In cases where the result of the MANOVA 
for co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, or co-planning was significant, follow-up 
ANOVAs were conducted to provide additional information regarding which dependent 
variable(s) produced significant differences between mean scores of the groups being 
compared (Gall et al., 2007). In light of the fact that the this study is exploratory in nature 
within the district of study, alpha for the follow-up ANOVAs was also set at .05 recognizing 
that there will be some alpha slippage due to familywise comparisons. The statistical 
analyses described above for research questions one through five are illustrated in Figure 2. 
After the statistical tests were completed, the researcher analyzed the results in order to reject 
or fail to reject the null hypotheses relative to questions one through five. Results of the 
ANOVAs and MANOVAs are presented in narrative and table form (Creswell, 2012) in
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Chapter 4. The sixth research question is also a comparison question; however, statistical 
analysis for question six is different from that for questions one through five.
\
•Successful vs. Unsuccessful 
•General Education vs. Special Education 
•Middle School vs. High School 
• Novice vs. Veteran 
•Voluntaryvs. Non-voluntary
_____________________________________________________________________ I
* Follow-up ANOVA after a significant MANOVA  
Figure 2. Statistical Analyses for Questions One through Five
The sixth research question in this study, to what extent do co-teaching models used by 
successful co-teachers differs from those used by unsuccessful co-teachers, compares two 
groups with one independent variable and one dependent variable. Perceived use of co­
teaching models was addressed in question nine, inclusive of five sub-questions, on the Co­
teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd). Therefore, five One-Way ANOVAs were used to 
compare successful and unsuccessful co-teachers perceived use of each of the five co­
teaching models: one teach, one assist /observe, station teaching, parallel teaching, 
alternative teaching, and team teaching. The alpha level for the ANOVAs for this research 
question was also set at .05 recognizing that there will be some alpha slippage due to 
fumilywise comparisons. After completing the statistical analysis, the researcher interpreted 
the F statistic and determined whether to reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis. Results 
from the ANOVAs are presented in table and narrative forms in Chapter 4.
a  = .05
One-Way ANOVA - 
Total Perceptions
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Assumptions, Delimitations, and Limitations
In designing this study, assumptions, delimitations, and limitations have been identified. 
The assumptions within this study speak to what is presumed, delimitations identify 
exclusionary and inclusionary decision factors, and limitations reflect potential points of 
vulnerability that could adversely impact generalizability of the study.
Assumptions
For the purpose of this study, one assumption has been made relative to participants’ 
responses. It is assumed that participants provided honest responses to survey questions as 
opposed to providing answers that are reflective of response sets whereby individuals’ 
responses reflect predispositions instead of careful analysis of the content of each item (Gall, 
Gall, & Borg, 2007). The assumption that honest responses have provided has been made in 
spite of the fact that the researcher holds a central office administrative position within the 
district of study. Whereas the abovementioned factor can reasonably be assumed within the 
context of the study and does not require specific intervention, some elements were 
intentionally included in the study and other unavoidable factors within the study were 
addressed in order to minimize adverse impact on generalizability.
Delimitations and Limitations
This study is delimited to teachers in comprehensive middle and high schools who are 
currently co-teaching within an eastern Virginia school district. Schools within the same 
district were selected such that quarterly benchmark assessments could be utilized to identify 
successful and unsuccessful co-teachers. Co-teachers in specialty and alternative schools and 
those who co-teach honors or advanced classes were excluded from the study as 
characteristics of students who attend specially or alternative schools and those that are
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enrolled in advanced courses may not be reflective of that within the larger school district as 
both have stringent criteria for enrollment. This study is delimited to the examination middle 
and high school co-teachers’ perceptions, including a variety of subgroups, relative to five 
domains needed for co-teaching success and use of co-teaching models. Co-teachers were 
categorized as successful or unsuccessful based on the percent of students in their co-taught 
classes who achieve proficiency, 70% or above, on district benchmark assessments. Teachers 
who had at least 70% of students at or above 70% proficiency on the second benchmark 
assessment in one or more co-taught classes were identified as successful. On the other hand, 
teachers who did not have at least 70% of students at or above 70% proficiency on the 
second benchmark assessment in one or more co-taught classes were identified as 
unsuccessful. The requirement for 70% of the class to demonstrate proficiency in order to be 
identified as a successful co-teacher was selected because school districts are required to 
have 70% of secondary students meet proficiency on state assessments in core content areas 
to meet state accreditation. Benchmark assessments were the sole determinant for student 
proficiency as they are common assessments, created by central office staff with expertise in 
English, math, science, or social science, that reflect the content and rigor of the state 
assessments. Other co-teacher subgroups were created based on teacher type, teacher level, 
total years of teaching experience, and method for selection for co-taught classes. Further, 
co-teachers' perceptions were measured by the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) 
that was designed specifically for this study to ensure alignment between the study purpose, 
research questions, and instrumentation. Whereas there are many delimitations that have 
been established in this study, two limitations exist.
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Non-standardized test scores on benchmark assessments across content areas and 
inconsistent reliability for individual domains on the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 
2012) were limitation of this study. Whereas the benchmark assessments referred to in the 
Co-teacher Perceptions Survey are common across the school district for each course in 
English, mathematics, science, and social science, the scores across courses were not 
standardized. Hence, a 70% on one assessment in one course may not equate to 70% on an 
assessment in another course. The second limitation of this study was the inability to obtain 
auxiliary findings for each individual domain on Co-teacher Perceptions Survey due to 
unacceptable reliability, even for exploratory research, for roles and responsibilities and 
administrative support.
Summary
Two primary statistical analyses were conducted to answer the six research questions 
within this study: One-Way ANOVAs and One-Way Wilk’s Lambda MANOVAs. The 
alpha level for the ANOVAs and MANOVAs were set at .05 for both analyses. Table 7 is a 
summary of research questions that were addressed in this study and the corresponding 
instrument and statistical analyses.
Running Head: SECONDARY CO-TEACHER PERCEPTIONS
Table 7
Methodology at a Glance
Research Questions / 
Hypotheses
Instrument (s) Statistical Analysis
To what extent do 
successful co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching 
differ from unsuccessful co­
teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching?
Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) -  full 
scale and items 11-14, 16-17, 
and 22-25
One-Way Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, 
et al., 2007)
One-Way Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) (Gall, et al., 
2007)
2. To what extent do general 
education co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching 
differ from special 
education co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching?
3. To what extent do middle 
school co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching 
differ from high school co­
teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching?
4. To what extent do novice 
co-teachers’ perceptions of 
co-teaching differ from 
veteran co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching?
Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) -  full 
scale and items 11-14, 16-17, 
and 22-25
Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) -  full 
scale and items 11-14, 16-17, 
and 22-25
Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) -  full 
scale and items 11-14, 16-17, 
and 22-25
One-Way Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, 
et al., 2007)
One-Way Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) (Gall, et al., 
2007)
One-Way Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, 
et al., 2007)
One-Way Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) (Gall, et al., 
2007)
One-Way Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, 
et al., 2007)
One-Way Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) (Gall, et al., 
2007)
One-Way Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, 
et al.. 2007)
One-Way Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) (Gall, et al.. 
2007)
5. To what extent do voluntary Co-teacher Perceptions
co-teachers’ perceptions of Survey (Boyd, 2012) -  full
co-teaching differ from scale and items 11-14. 16-17,
non-voluntary co-teachers' and 22-25
perceptions of co-teaching?
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6. To what extent do co­
teaching models used by 
successful co-teachers 
differ from those used by 
unsuccessful co-teachers?
Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) -  item 
nine
One-Way Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, 
et al., 2007)
Running Head: SECONDARY CO-TEACHER PERCEPTIONS
Chapter 4: Results
Failure of students with disabilities to meet achievement targets (USDOE, 2012) and 
increasing numbers of student with disabilities being educated in general education settings 
(USDOE, 2010) have mystified educators as they struggle to find ways to support students 
with disabilities in the least restrictive environment (LRE) such that they achieve academic 
success. Co-teaching, a special education service delivery model in which two certified 
teachers, one general educator and one special educator, share responsibility for planning, 
delivering, and evaluating instruction for a diverse group of students, including students with 
disabilities (Zigmund & Mageria, 2001), has been utilized by school districts to address the 
above mentioned equity and accountability issues (Bryant et al., 2012). Obtaining 
information from teachers about their perceptions of co-teaching may provide insight as to 
why some teachers are successful in impacting student achievement in co-taught classes and 
others are not. Consequently, the purpose of this study was to describe urban, secondary co- 
teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching as they relate to five elements needed for co-teaching 
success: a) co-teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, c) co-teaching roles and 
responsibilities, d) co-planning, and e) administrative support and to determine the extent that 
co-teachers’ perceptions differ by subgroup. As such, this quantitative study utilizing a 
cross-sectional survey design (Creswell, 2012) was employed.
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In order to clearly address this study’s research questions, this chapter presents findings to 
each research question in this study in an organized, consistent manner to minimize 
ambiguity. Research questions are addressed in numerical order with headings to guide the 
reader through the research results and auxiliary findings. Results for each research question 
are presented in narrative and table formats as appropriate. At the end of each research 
question section, a summary is presented that recaptures the results and their relationship to 
the hypotheses.
Results
Results from the Co-teachers Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) were used to address this 
study’s research questions. Participants selected one of the following statements that most 
accurately portrayed their perceptions of co-teaching for each survey element in Part II of the 
survey: 0 = N/A, 1 = Strongly Disagree Agree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Agree, and 4 = Strongly 
Agree. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, et al., 2007) and Multivariate Analysis of 
Variance (MANOVA) (Gall, et al., 2007) were used to analyze survey data relative research 
questions one through five and test the corresponding hypotheses. The statistical analysis for 
question six was solely Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (Gall, et al., 2007). Nonetheless, .05 
was the alpha level for all analyses.
Research Question 1
The first research question examined co-teachers’ perceptions by level of teacher success 
and is as follows:
1. To what extent do successful co-teachers' perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
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Co-teacher perceptions by level of success. Co-teacher perceptions by level of success 
examined the extent to which successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions about co­
teaching in its totality differed between groups. In essence co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teacher philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, roles and responsibilities, co-planning, and 
administrative support as a whole were compared. In doing so, the mean scores for Part II of 
the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) were compared using ANOVA. Descriptive 
statistics are presented in Table 9, which illustrate the mean, standard deviation, and number 
of responses for each group compared. Upholding the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance, the result of the Levene’s Tests was not significant as demonstrated by F (1,93) = 
.091 p  = .764. Results of the ANOVA indicate that successful co-teachers have significantly 
higher perceptions of co-teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers as demonstrated by F (1,93) 
= 11.420,/? <.05.
Table 9
Descriptive Statistics for Co-teacher Perceptions by Level of Success
SU CCESS___________________________________________________ Mean________________ Std._Deviation___________________ N
Successful Teachers 3.0206 .30262 17
U nsuccessful Teachers 2.7200 .33815 78
Total 2.7738 .35024 95
Philosophy by level of success. Examination of the differences between successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teacher philosophy provided additional insight to 
the description of co-teachers’ beliefs about co-teaching. Table 10 illustrates the mean score 
and standard deviation for participants’ responses to questions 11-13 in the co-teacher 
philosophy domain for successful and unsuccessful teachers. One of the assumptions of a 
MANOVA is equality of covariance, therefore Box’s M was conducted. The Box’s M was
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not significant as demonstrated by Box’s M = 13.049, F = 2.020, p  = .060 indicating that 
there is homogeneity of covariance. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .914, F (3, 91) 
= 2.845 with p  < .05, indicates there is a significant difference in perceptions of co-teacher 
philosophy between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers. More specifically, the 
MANOVA result indicated that when taken together, successful co-teachers have greater 
respect for one another and stronger beliefs in parity than unsuccessful co-teachers.
Table 10
Descriptive Statistics for Philosophy by Level of Success
SU CCESS M ean Std. Deviation N
Successful Teachers 3.59 .795 17
l have respect for my co-teacher's
U nsuccessful Teachers 3.14 .879 78
expertise.
Total 3.22 .877 95
Both co-teachers are equally Successful Teachers 3.29 ,920 17
responsible for student U nsuccessful Teachers 2.63 .955 78
perform ance in my co-taught
T  r tlu  1
2.75 .978 95
class(es).
1 D ia l
Successful Teachers 3.47 .624 17
My co-teacher and 1 view each
Unsuccessful Teachers 2.96 .874 78
other as equals.
Total 3.05 .855 95
As a result of the significant MANOVA, follow up ANOVAs were conducted for co­
teacher philosophy to garner additional information about where difference exists between 
successful and unsuccessful co-teachers. In keeping with the assumptions of ANOVA, there 
is equality of variance for items 11 -  13 as demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 2.75 with p>. 05, F 
( 1, 93) =  2.52 with p>. 05, and F ( 1, 93) = 3.48 with p >. 05, respectively. ANOVA results 
indicate there were significant differences between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teacher philosophy for survey elements 12 and 13 which addressed parity 
as indicated by F (1, 93) = 6.873. p < .05 and F (1,93) = 5.165. p < .05 respectively. In both
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cases, successful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teacher philosophy were higher than 
unsuccessful co-teachers.
Co-teacher knowledge by level of success. Co-teacher knowledge, another area 
examined separately, specifically examines the difference between successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions of their knowledge. More precisely, co-teacher 
knowledge addresses co-teachers’ perceptions of their own ability to implement individual 
education program (IEP) goals with state standards and differentiate instruction as well as 
their confidence with the content that they teach. Table 11, illustrates the mean score and 
standard deviation for the co-teacher knowledge domain for successful and unsuccessful 
teachers. In keeping with the assumptions of a MANOVA, there is equality of variance 
demonstrated by Box’s M = 6.957, F= 1.077, p = .374. The result of the MANOVA, W ilks’
A = .961, F (3, 91) = 1.236 with p > .05, indicates there is no difference in co-teacher 
knowledge between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers.
Table 11
Descriptive Statistics for Knowledge by Level of Success
SUCCESS Mean Std. Deviation N
I incorporate IEP goals with state Successful Teachers 3.18 .529 17
standards during classroom Unsuccessful Teachers 3.15 .646 78
instruction. Total 3.16 .624 95
1 differentiate instruction to meet Successful Teachers 3.47 .514 17
the needs o f all students in my co- Unsuccessful Teachers 3.18 .752 78
taught class! es). Total 3.23 .721 95
1 am very confident in my ability Successful Teachers 3.53 .624 17
to teach the academ ic content in Unsuccessful Teachers 3.51 .698 78
my co-taught classics). Total 3.52 .682 95
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Co-planning by level of success. The third domain examined separately describes 
differences between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching was 
co-planning. Table 12 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for questions in the 
co-planning domain for successful and unsuccessful teachers. The Box’s M test was 
conducted and was significant as demonstrated by Box’s M = 23.754, F = 2.149, p = .018 
indicating there is not homogeneity of covariance. However, F will be interpreted as a 
significant Box’s M does not definitively mean the F value from the MANOVA is invalid 
(George & Mallory, 2011). The results of the MANOVA, W ilks’ A = .893, F (4,90) = 2.708 
with p  < .05, indicates there is a significant difference in co-planning between successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers. More specifically, the MANOVA result indicates successful co­
teachers have higher perceptions of co-planning than unsuccessful co-teachers.
Table 12
Descriptive Statistics for Co-planning by Level of Success
SUCCESS Mean Std. Deviation N
T eachers' roles for each lesson segm ent (e.g.. Successful Teachers 3.06 .659 17
snapshot, instructional focus, guided practice) in Unsuccessful Teachers 2.54 .878 78
my... Total 2.63 .864 95
C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s) is
Successful Teachers 2.71 .849 17
incorporated into the m aster schedule.
Unsuccessful Teachers 2.27 .976 78
Total 2.35 .965 95
W hen com m on planning time is not built in my Successful Teachers 3.12 .485 17
schedule. I still m ake tim e to plan with my co- Unsuccessful Teachers 2.67 .733 78
teach... Total 2.75 .714 95
My co-teacher and 1 spend approxim ately one hour Successful Teachers 3.00 .866 17
per week co-planning (tim e may be before, during. Unsuccessful Teachers 2.28 .851 78
0 . . . Total 2.41 .893 95
As a result of the significant MANOVA for eo-planning, follow up ANOVAs were 
conducted to garner additional information about where difference exists between successful
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and unsuccessful co-teachers relative to co-planning. In keeping with the assumptions of an 
ANOVA, there is equality of variance for items 23 and 25 as demonstrated by p  >.05; 
however, the assumption of homogeneity of variance is not supported for questions 22 and 
24 with p  < .05 as displayed in Table 13. Similar to that of the MANOVA, significant 
homogeneity tests do not definitively mean F statistics are invalid (George & Mallory, 2011); 
therefore the F statistics for the ANAOVAs were interpreted. ANOVA results indicate that 
there were significant differences in co-teacher perceptions for survey elements 22, 24 and 25 
resulting from the following F statistics: F(l,94) = 5.299 w ithp < .05; F(l,94) = 5.854 with p 
< .05; and F(l,94) = 9.869 w ithp  < .05. Hence, successful co-teachers have higher 
perceptions of roles being indentified during co-planning, finding time to co-plan even when 
it is not provided in the schedule, and spending an hour a week co-planning with one’s co­
teacher than unsuccessful co-teachers. In both analyses, MANOVA and ANOVAs, 
successful co-teachers’ perceptions about co-planning were higher than unsuccessful co­
teachers.
Table 13
Levene’s Test for Co-planning
F dfl df2 Sig.
T eachers' roles for each lesson segm ent (e.g.. snapshot, 
instructional focus, guided practice) in my...
6.690 I 93 .011
C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s) is incorporated 
into the m aster schedule.
1.254 I 93 .266
W hen com m on planning time is not built in my schedule. 
1 still make tim e to plan with my co-teach...
6.879 1 93 .010
My eo-teaeher and 1 spend approxim ately one hour per .783 1 03 
week co-planning (lim e may be before, during, o...
Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance o f the dependent variable is equal across groups.
.378
a. Design: Intercept + SUCCESS
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Results for level of success. Successful co-teachers have higher perceptions of co­
teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers. Therefore the alternative hypothesis, successful co­
teachers will have higher perceptions of co-teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers, is 
supported and the researcher rejects the null hypothesis. Auxiliary findings also indicated 
that successful co-teachers had higher perceptions of co-teacher philosophy and co-planning 
than unsuccessful co-teachers. However, there was no difference in perceptions of co-teacher 
knowledge between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers.
Research Question 2
The second research question examines co-teachers’ perceptions by teacher type, general 
or special education teacher, and is as follows:
2. To what extent do general education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ 
from special education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Co-teacher perceptions by teacher type. Co-teachers perceptions relative to teacher type 
were examined to determine if there were differences between general education and special 
education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. In doing so, the mean scores for Part II of 
the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) were compared using a One-Way ANOVA. 
Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 14 illustrate the mean, standard deviation, and 
number of responses for each group compared. Upholding the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance, the results of the Levene’s Tests were not significant as demonstrated by F (1.93) = 
.018. p = .893. Results of the ANOVA indicate that general and special education co­
teachers do not have different perceptions of co-teaching as demonstrated by F (1, 93) =
1.755, p > .05.
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Table 14
Descriptive Statistics for Co-teacher Perceptions by Teacher Type
T eacher Type M ean Std. Deviation N
General Education T eacher 
Special Education Teacher 
Total
2.7351
2.8319
2.7738
.34421
.35575
.35024
57
38
95
Philosophy by teacher type. Co-teacher philosophy was examined individually to 
determine if difference in co-teacher perceptions exist between general and special education 
co-teachers specific to co-teacher philosophy. Table 15 illustrates the mean score and 
standard deviation for the co-teacher philosophy domain for general and special education 
co-teachers. In keeping with the assumptions of the MANOVA, there is equality of variance 
as demonstrated Box’s M = 7.292, F = 1.170, p  = .319. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ 
A = .943, F (3, 91) = 1.817 with p > .05, indicates there is no difference in co-teacher 
philosophy between general and special education co-teachers.
Table 15
Descriptive Statistics for Philosophy by Teacher Type
Teacher_Type Mean Std. Deviation
I have respect for my co-teacher’s 
expertise.
Both co-teachers are equally 
responsible for student 
perform ance in my co-taught 
class! es).
My co-teacher and I view each 
other as equals.
General Education Teacher 
Special Education Teacher 
Total
General Education Teacher 
Special Education Teacher
Total
General Education Teacher 
Special Education Teacher 
Total
3.12
3.37
3.22
2.58
3.00
2.75
3.02 
3 .1 1 
3.05
.867
.883
.877
1.034
.838
.978
.916
.764
.855
57
38
95
57
38
95
57
38
95
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Knowledge by teacher type. The second domain examined individually to determine 
difference between general and special education co-teachers’ perceptions was co-teacher 
knowledge. Table 16 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the co-teacher 
knowledge domain for general and special education co-teachers. As demonstrated by Box’s 
M = 3.690, F = .592, p  = .737, there is homogeneity of variance for the co-teacher domain. 
The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .942, F (3, 91) = 1.863 with p  > .05, indicates there 
is no difference in general and special education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teacher 
knowledge.
Table 16
Descriptive Statistics for Co-teacher Knowledge by Teacher Type
Teacher_Type Mean Std. Deviation N
I am  very confident in my ability General Education Teacher 3.63 .616 57
to teach the academ ic content in Special Education Teacher 3.34 .745 38
my co-taught class(es). Total 3.52 .682 95
1 incorporate IEP goals with state General Education Teacher 3.23 .598 57
standards during classroom Special Education Teacher 3.05 .655 38
instruction. Total 3.16 .624 95
I differentiate instruction to meet General Education Teacher 3.28 .675 57
the needs o f  all students in my co- Special Education Teacher 3.16 .789 38
taught class(es). Total 3.23 .721 95
Co-planning by teacher type. The last domain examined individually to describe 
difference between general and special education co-teachers is co-planning. Table 17 
illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the co-planning domain for general and 
special education co-teachers. In keeping with the assumptions of the MANOVA, there is 
equality of variance as demonstrated Box’s M = 13.408, F = 1.275, p  = .238. The result of
the MANOVA. Wilks’ A = .938, F (4, 90) = 1.483 with p > .05, indicates there is no
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difference in co-teacher perceptions of co-planning for general and special education co­
teachers.
Table 17
Descriptive Statistics for Co-planning by Teacher Type
Teacher_Type M ean Std. Deviation N
T eachers’ roles for each lesson segm ent (e.g.. General E ducation Teacher 2.51 .889 57
snapshot, instructional focus, guided practice) in Special Education Teacher 2.82 .801 38
my... Total 2.63 .864 95
C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s) is
General Education Teacher 2.32 1.003 57
incorporated into the m aster schedule.
Special Education Teacher 2.39 .916 38
Total 2.35 .965 95
W hen com m on planning tim e is not built in my General Education Teacher 2.79 .773 57
schedule. I still make tim e to plan with my co- Special Education Teacher 2.68 .620 38
teach... Total 2.75 .714 95
My co-teacher and 1 spend approxim ately one G eneral Education Teacher 2.37 .938 57
hour per week co-planning (tim e m ay be before. Special Education Teacher 2.47 .830 38
during, o... Total 2.41 .893 95
Results for teacher type. There were no differences in general and special education co- 
teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Further, supplementary findings also indicate there is 
no difference between general and special education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teacher 
philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, or co-planning when assessed individually. Hence, the 
alternative hypothesis, general education co-teachers will have different perceptions of co­
teaching than special education co-teachers, is not supported. Based on the hypotheses for 
question two, the researcher failed to reject the null hypotheses.
Research Question 3
The third research question examined co-teachers’ perceptions by teacher level, middle or
high school teacher, and is as follows:
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3. To what extent do middle school co-teachers’ perceptions differ from high school co­
teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Co-teacher perceptions by teacher level. The third research question examined 
difference in perceptions of co-teaching for middle and high school co-teachers. Descriptive 
statistics are presented in Table 18 illustrate the mean, standard deviation, and number of 
responses for each group compared. Upholding the assumption of homogeneity of variance, 
the results of the Levene’s Tests were not significant as demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 1.307 
with p  = .256. Results of the ANOVA indicate that middle and high school co-teachers do 
not have different perceptions of co-teaching as demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 1.019, p > .05.
Table 18
Descriptive Statistics for Total Perceptions by Teacher Level
Teacher_Level_______________________________________________ M ean________________Std._Deviation___________________ N
M iddle School Teachers 2.8028 .37213 58
High School Teachers 2.7284 .31237 37
Total 2.7738 .35024 95
Philosophy by teacher level. Co-teacher philosophy was examined to ascertain 
difference between middle and high school co-teachers’ perceptions, if any, specifically as 
they relate to co-teacher philosophy. Table 19 illustrates the mean score and standard 
deviation for the co-teacher philosophy domain for middle and high school co-teachers. In 
keeping with the assumptions of a MANOVA, there is equality of variance demonstrated 
Box's M = 3.332, F = .534, and p  = .782. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .972, F (3, 
91) = .889 with p > .05, indicates there is no difference in perceptions of co-teacher 
philosophy between middle and high school co-teachers.
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Table 19
Descriptive Statistics for Philosophy by Teacher Level
Teacher_Level M ean Std. Deviation N
I have respect for my co­
teacher’s expertise.
Both co-teachers are equally 
responsible for student 
perform ance in my co-taught 
class(es).
My co-teacher and I view each 
o ther as equals.
M iddle School Teachers 
High School Teachers 
Total
M iddle School Teachers 
High School Teachers
Total
M iddle School Teachers 
High School Teachers 
Total
3.29
3.11
3.22
2.78
2.70
2.75
3.16
2.89
3.05
.817
.966
.877
1.009
.939
.978
.875
.809
.855
58
37
95
58
37
95
58
37
95
Knowledge by teacher level. Co-teacher knowledge was another domain examined 
individually to determine if difference exists between middle and high school co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching specifically as it relates to co-teacher knowledge. Table 20 
illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the co-teacher knowledge domain for 
middle and high school co-teachers. As demonstrated by Box’s M = 13.307, F = 2.134, and 
= .046, the co-teacher knowledge domain violates the MANOVA assumption of 
homogeneity of variance. However, because violation of the homogeneity of variance 
assumption does not definitively invalidate F statistics (Mallory & George, 2011) the result 
of the MANOVA was interpreted. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .959, F (3, 91)
1.310 with p > .05, indicates there is no difference in perceptions of co-teacher knowledge 
for middle and high school co-teachers.
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Table 20
Descriptive Statistics for Co-teacher Knowledge by Teacher Level
T eacher Level M ean Std. Deviation N
I am very confident in my ability M iddle School Teachers 3.62 .557 58
to teach the academ ic content in High School Teachers 3.35 .824 37
my co-taught class(es). Total 3.52 .682 95
I incorporate IEP goals with state M iddle School Teachers 3.16 .670 58
standards during classroom High School Teachers 3.16 .553 37
instruction. Total 3.16 .624 95
I differentiate instruction to meet M iddle School Teachers 3.24 .779 58
the needs o f all students in my co- High School Teachers 3.22 .630 37
taught class(es). Total 3.23 .721 95
Co-planning by teacher level. The last domain examined separately to describe 
difference in the co-teaching perceptions between middle and high school co-teachers was 
co-planning. Table 21 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the co-planning 
domain for middle and high school co-teachers. In keeping with the assumptions of a 
MANOVA, there is equality of variance demonstrated Box’s M = 10.540, F = 1.001, and p  = 
.439. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .978, F (4, 90) = .507 with p  > .05, indicates 
there is no difference in middle and high school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-planning.
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Table 21
Descriptive Statistics for Co-planning by Teacher Level
Teacher_Level M ean Std. D eviation N
T eachers' roles for each lesson segm ent (e.g.. M iddle School Teachers 2.71 .838 58
snapshot, instructional focus, guided practice) in High School Teachers 2.51 .901 37
my... Total 2.63 .864 95
C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s) is
M iddle School Teachers 2.38 1.023 58
incorporated into the master schedule.
High School Teachers 2.30 .878 37
Total 2.35 .965 95
W hen com m on planning tim e is not built in my M iddle School Teachers 2.78 .750 58
schedule. I still m ake tim e to plan with my co- High School Teachers 2.70 .661 37
teach... Total 2.75 .714 95
My co-teacher and I spend approxim ately one hour M iddle School Teachers 2.50 .978 58
per week co-planning (tim e may be before, during. High School Teachers 2.27 .732 37
0 . . . Total 2.41 .893 95
Results for teacher level. There were no differences between middle and high school co- 
teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Further, auxiliary findings indicate there were no 
differences between middle and high school co-teachers specifically as it relates to co-teacher 
philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, and co-planning. Hence, the alternative hypothesis, 
middle school co-teachers will have higher perceptions of co-teaching than high school 
teachers, is not supported. Therefore the researcher fails to reject the null hypothesis.
Research Question 4
The fourth research question examines co-teachers’ perceptions by years of experience, 
novice or veteran, and is as follows:
4. To what extent do novice co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from veteran 
co-teachers' perceptions of co-teaching?
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Co-teaching perceptions by years of experience. Research question four addressed the 
difference between novice and veteran co-teachers’ perceptions about co-teaching in its 
totality. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 22 illustrate the mean, standard 
deviation, and number of responses for each group compared. Upholding the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance, the results of the Levene’s Tests were not significant as 
demonstrated by F (1, 93) = .145, p = .704. Results of the ANOVA indicate that novice and 
veteran co-teachers do not have different perceptions of co-teaching as demonstrated by F (1, 
93) = .510 with p  > .05.
Table 22
Descriptive Statistics for Total Perceptions by Years of Experience
Years o f E xperience____________________________________M ean___________________ Std._Deviation______________________N
Novice T eacher 2.7283 .38607 23
Veteran T eacher 2.7883 .33961 72
Total 2.7738 .35024 95
Philosophy by years of experience. Co-teacher philosophy was examined individually to 
assess the difference between novice and veteran co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching 
specifically as they relate to co-teacher philosophy. Table 23 illustrates the mean score and 
standard deviation for the co-teacher philosophy domain for novice and veteran co-teachers. 
As demonstrated by Box’s M = 8.197, F= 1.293, p = .256, the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance is supported. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .988, F (3, 91) = .383 with p 
> .05, indicates there is no difference in novice and veteran co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teacher philosophy.
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Table 23
Descriptive Statistics for Philosophy by Years of Experience
Years o f 
Experience
Mean Std. Deviation N
Novice 3.26 .810 23
1 have respect for my co-teacher’s
Veteran 3.21 .903 72
expertise.
Total 3.22 .877 95
Both co-teachers are equally responsible Novice 2.61 .988 23
for student perform ance in my co-taught Veteran 2.79 .978 72
elass(es). Total 2.75 .978 95
Novice 2.96 .976 23
My co-teacher and I view  each other as
Veteran 3.08 .818 72
equals.
Total 3.05 .855 95
Knowledge by years of experience. The next domain assessed individually relative to 
difference in co-teacher perceptions between novice and veteran co-teachers is co-teacher 
knowledge. Table 24 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for co-teacher 
knowledge for novice and veteran co-teachers. The assumption of homogeneity of variance 
for MANOVAs was violated as demonstrated Box’s M = 16.859, F = 2.660, p  = .014. 
Nonetheless, the F statistic for the MANOVA will be interpreted as violation of equal 
variances does not unequivocally invalidate the F statistic (George & Mallory, 2011). The 
result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .986, F (3, 91) = .419 with p > .05, indicates there is no 
difference between novice and veteran co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teacher knowledge.
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Table 24
Descriptive Statistics for Co-teacher Knowledge by Years of Experience
Years o f 
Experience
M ean Std. Deviation N
I am very confident in my ability to  teach Novice 3.57 .507 23
the academ ic content in my co-taught Veteran 3.50 .732 72
ciass(es). Total 3.52 .682 95
Novice 3.13 .757 23
I incorporate IEP goals with state
Veteran 3.17 .581 72
standards during classroom  instruction.
Total 3.16 .624 95
Novice 3.13 .968 23
I differentiate instruction to meet the needs
Veteran 3.26 .628 72
o f  all students in my co-taught class(es).
Total 3.23 .721 95
Co-planning by years of experience. The final domain examined individually to add to 
the description of difference between novice and veteran co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching is co-planning. Table 25 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the co­
planning domain for novice and veteran co-teachers. As demonstrated by Box’s M = 25.649, 
F = 2.382, p  =.008, the assumption of homogeneity of variance is violated. However, because 
violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption does not definitively invalidate F 
statistics (Mallory & George, 2011) and to maintain consistency with other analyses, the 
result of the MANOVA was interpreted. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .980, F (4, 
90) = .460 with p > .05, indicates there is no difference in novice and veteran co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-planning.
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Table 25
Descriptive Statistics for Co-planning by Years of Experience
Years o f 
Experience
Mean Std. Deviation N
T eachers' roles for each lesson segm ent Novice 2.74 .752 23
(e.g., snapshot, instructional focus, guided Veteran 2.60 .899 72
practice) in my... Total 2.63 .864 95
C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s) is
Novice 2.22 .998 23
incorporated into the m aster schedule.
Veteran 2.39 .958 72
Total 2.35 .965 95
W hen com m on planning tim e is not built Novice 2.74 .864 23
in my schedule, 1 still make tim e to plan Veteran 2.75 .666 72
with my co-teach... Total 2.75 .714 95
M y co-teacher and 1 spend approxim ately Novice 2.35 .982 23
one hour per week co-planning (tim e may Veteran 2.43 .869 72
be before, during, o... Total 2.41 .893 95
Results by years of experience. There is no difference between novice and veteran co- 
teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Similarly, there were no differences between novice 
and veteran co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching specific to co-teacher philosophy, co­
teacher knowledge, or co-planning. Hence, the alternative hypothesis, novice co-teachers will 
have higher perceptions of co-teaching than veteran co-teachers, is not supported. Moreover 
the researcher failed to reject the null hypothesis.
Research Question 5
The fifth research question examines co-teachers’ perceptions by selection for co­
teaching, volunteer or non-volunteer, and is as follows:
5. To what extent do voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from non­
voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
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Co-teacher perceptions by selection for co-teaching. The fifth research question 
addressed the difference between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions about 
co-teaching in its totality. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 26 which illustrates the 
mean, standard deviation, and number of responses for each group compared. As 
demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 7.751, p  < .007 from the Levene’s Test the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance is violated. Violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption 
does not definitively invalidate F statistics (Mallory & George, 2011); therefore the result of 
the ANOVA was interpreted. Results of the ANOVA indicate that there is no difference in 
co-teaching perceptions between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers as demonstrated 
by F (  1,93) = .648 w ith/?>.05.
Table 26
Descriptive Statistics for total Perceptions by Selection for Co-teaching
Please indicate how you were identified to co-teach._________________________ M ean________ Std._Deviation_____________ N_
V olunteer 2.8500 .16096 12
N on-volunteer 2.7628 .36902 83
Total 2.7738 .35024 95
Philosophy by selection for co-teaching. Philosophy was examined separately to further 
describe differences between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching. Table 27 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the co-teacher 
philosophy domain for voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. In keeping with the 
assumptions of a MANOVA, there is equality of variance demonstrated Box's M = 6.759, F 
= 1.011, p = .416. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .978, F (3, 9 1) = .671 with p >
.05, indicates there is no difference between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teacher philosophy.
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Table 27
Descriptive Statistics for Philosophy by Selection for Co-teaching
Selection for C o-teaching M ean Std. Deviation N
V olunteer 3.33 .888 12
1 have respect for my co-teacher’s
N on-volunteer 3.20 .880 83
expertise.
Total 3.22 .877 95
Both co-teachers are equally V olunteer 3.08 .669 12
responsible for student N on-volunteer 2.70 1.009 83
perform ance in my co-taught
nr < \t a i
2.75 .978 95
class(es).
1 Ulal
V olunteer 3.08 .900 12
My co-teacher and I view  each
N on-volunteer 3.05 .854 83
other as equals.
Total 3.05 .855 95
Knowledge by selection for co-teaching. The second domain examined individually to 
describe difference between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching was co-teacher knowledge. Table 28 illustrates the mean score and standard 
deviation for co-teacher knowledge for voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. As 
demonstrated by Box's M = 7.907, F= 1.182, p  = .313, the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance is supported. The result of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .988, F (3, 91) = .382 with p 
> .05, indicates there is no difference between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teacher knowledge.
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Table 28
Descriptive Statistics for Co-teacher Knowledge by Selection for Co-teaching
Selection for C o-teaching M ean Std. D eviation N
I am very confident in my ability V olunteer 3.67 .492 12
to teach the academ ic content in N on-volunteer 3.49 .705 83
my co-taught class(es). Total 3.52 .682 95
1 incorporate IEP goals with state V olunteer 3.25 .452 12
standards during classroom N on-volunteer 3.14 .646 83
instruction. Total 3.16 .624 95
I d ifferentiate instruction to meet V olunteer 3.25 .754 12
the needs o f all students in my co­ N on-volunteer 3.23 .721 83
taught class(es). Total 3.23 .721 95
Co-planning by selection for co-teaching. Co-planning was the last domain analyzed in 
isolation to determine difference between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching. Table 29 illustrates the mean score and standard deviation for the 
co-planning domain for voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. As demonstrated by Box’s 
M = 24.885, F=2.144, p = .019 the assumption of homogeneity of variance is violated. 
However, because violation of homogeneity of variance does not definitively invalidate F 
statistics (Mallory & George, 2011), the result of the MANOVA was interpreted. The result 
of the MANOVA, Wilks’ A = .931, F (4, 90) = 1.668 with p > .05, indicates there is no 
difference between voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-planning.
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Table 29
Descriptive Statistics for Co-planning by Section for Co-teaching
Selection for C o-teaching M ean Std.
D eviation
N
T eachers’ roles for each lesson segm ent Volunteer 2.67 .492 12
(e.g., snapshot, instructional focus, guided N on-volunteer 2.63 .907 83
practice) in my... Total 2.63 .864 95
C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s)
Volunteer 1.83 .718 12
is incorporated into the m aster schedule.
N on-volunteer 2.42 .977 83
Total 2.35 .965 95
W hen com m on planning tim e is not built Volunteer 2.92 .289 12
in my schedule. 1 still m ake tim e to  plan N on-volunteer 2.72 .754 83
with my co-teach... Total 2.75 .714 95
My co-teacher and I spend approxim ately V olunteer 2.33 .651 12
one hour per week co-planning (tim e may N on-volunteer 2.42 .926 83
be before, during, o... Total 2.41 .893 95
Results by selection for co-teaching. There were no differences between voluntary and 
non-voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Additionally, there is no difference in 
perceptions between the two groups relative to co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, 
or co-planning based on individual analysis of the domains. Hence the alternative hypothesis, 
voluntary co-teachers will have higher perceptions of co-teaching than non-voluntary co­
teachers, is not supported. Moreover, the researcher failed to reject the null hypotheses.
Research Question 6
The last research question is somewhat different from research questions one through five 
in that it examines co-teachers’ perceived use of co-teaching models by level of teacher 
success. The co-teaching models examined in question nine of the Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey (Boyd, 2012) consisted of the following: a) one teach, one assist / one leach, one 
observe, b) station teaching, c) parallel teaching, d) alternative teaching, and e) team
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teaching. Participants were to select one of the following, per co-teaching model, that best 
reflect their use: 1 = none of the time, 2 = some of the time, 3 = most of the time, or 4 = all of 
the time. The sixth research question, listed below, was addressed by completing an ANOVA 
for each co-teaching model.
6. To what extent do co-teaching models used by successful co-teachers differ from 
those used by unsuccessful co-teachers?
One teach, one assist / observe. The first co-teaching model examined is one teach, one 
assist or one teach, one observe. One teach, one assist is an approach in which one 
professional is primarily responsible for the instructional delivery and the other professional 
moves throughout the group of students to provide individual assistance as needed (Cook,
2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). One teach, one observe is an approach in which one 
professional is primarily responsible for instructional delivery and the other professional is 
gathering data relative to academics, behavior, social skills, or other target area (Cook, 2004). 
Successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceived use of one teach, one assist or one teach, 
one observe was compared via ANOVA. Descriptive statistics indicate that both successful 
and unsuccessful co-teachers use one teach, one assist or one teach, one observe most o f  the 
time. As demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 3.98, p = .049 for Levene’s Test, the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance is violated. Violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption 
does not definitively invalidate F statistics (Mallory & George, 2011); therefore the result of 
the ANOVA was interpreted. The result of the ANOVA indicate there is no difference in the 
perceived use of one teach, one assist or one teach, one observe between successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers as demonstrated by F ( l ,  93) = .176 with p  > .05.
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Station teaching. The second co-teaching model examined is station teaching. Station 
teaching occurs when students are divided into multiple groups and circulate through various 
stations or activities (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). Typically, two stations are led by 
the teachers while the remaining stations are independent student stations (Cook, 2004). In 
order to determine if difference exists between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ 
perceived use of co-teaching models, an ANOVA was conducted on perceived use of station 
teaching. Descriptive statistics indicate that both successful and unsuccessful co-teachers use 
station teaching some o f  the time. Upholding the assumption of homogeneity of variance, the 
results of the Levene’s Tests were not significant as demonstrated by F (1,93) = 2.123,/? >
.05. Results of the ANOVA indicate that despite both groups using station teaching some o f  
the time, successful co-teachers use station more often than unsuccessful co-teachers as 
demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 4.883 with p  < .05.
Parallel teaching. The third co-teaching model examined is parallel teaching. Parallel 
teaching is a co-teaching approach where the class is divided into two heterogeneous groups 
where each professional leads the instructional sequence (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend,
1995). In order to determine if difference exists between successful and unsuccessful co- 
teachers’ perceived use of co-teaching models, an ANOVA was conducted on perceived use 
of parallel teaching. Descriptive statistics indicate that both successful and unsuccessful co­
teachers use parallel teaching some o f  the time. Upholding the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance, the result of the Levene’s Test was not significant as demonstrated by F (1, 93) =
.785, p = .378. Results of the ANOVA indicate that there no difference in the perceived use 
of parallel teaching between .successful and unsuccessful co-teachers as demonstrated by F 
(1 .93 )=  1.907 with/; >.05.
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Alternative teaching. The fourth co-teaching model examined is alternative teaching. 
Alternative teaching involves separating the students into two groups, one smaller than the 
other. The teacher responsible for instructing the smaller group does remediation, 
enrichment, assessment or other function while the teacher for the large group proceeds with 
the core lesson (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). In order to determine if difference exists 
between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceived use of co-teaching models, an 
ANOVA was conducted using relative to perceived use of alternative teaching. Descriptive 
statistics indicate that both successful and unsuccessful co-teachers use alternative teaching 
some o f the time. Upholding the assumption of homogeneity of variance, the result of the 
Levene’s Test was not significant as demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 2.365, p  = .128. Results of 
the ANOVA indicate that, despite both groups using alternative teaching some o f the time, 
successful co-teachers use alternative teaching more than unsuccessful co-teachers as 
demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 5.167 with p  <.05.
Team teaching. The last co-teaching model examined is team teaching. Team teaching is 
an approach in which both professionals take on the lead instructional role and deliver 
instruction at the same time (Cook, 2004). In order to determine if difference exists between 
successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceived use of co-teaching models, an ANOVA 
was conducted on perceived use of team teaching. Descriptive statistics indicate that both 
successful and unsuccessful co-teachers use team teaching some o f the time. Upholding the 
assumption of homogeneity of variance, the result of the Levene's Test was not significant as 
demonstrated by F (1,93) = 1.167, p = .283. Results of the ANOVA indicate that there no 
difference in the perceived use of team teaching between >uccessful and unsuccessful co­
teachers as demonstrated by F (1, 93) = 1.161 with p >.05.
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Co-teaching model results. The ANOVAs conducted to determine if difference exists 
between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceived use of co-teaching models 
indicated that there were no differences in the use of one teach, one assist / observe, parallel 
teaching, or team teaching. However successful co-teachers have higher perceived use of 
alternative teaching and station teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers. Hence, the alternative 
hypothesis, there will be no difference in co-teaching models used by successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers, is not supported and the researcher fails to reject the null 
hypothesis.
Summary
This study examined secondary, urban co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching relative to 
co-teacher philosophy and knowledge, roles and responsibilities, co-planning, administrative 
support, and use of co-teaching models. The Co-teacher Perceptions Survey (Boyd, 2012) 
was utilized to gamer information to address this study’s research questions. Ninety-five 
participants contributed to this study’s results in multiple group configurations: successful 
and unsuccessful co-teachers, general and special education co-teachers, middle and high 
school co-teachers, novice and veteran co-teachers, and voluntary and non-voluntary co­
teachers respectively.
The results of this study indicate that of the groups compared, successful and unsuccessful 
co-teachers were the only subgroup that differs in perceptions of co-teaching. Successful co­
teachers have higher overall perceptions of co-teaching as well as higher perceptions of co­
teacher philosophy and co-planning. Conversely, there were no differences in perceptions of 
co-teaching between special and general education co-teachers, middle and high school co­
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teachers, novice and veteran co-teachers, or voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. 
Finally, results from this study indicate there is difference in perceived use of co-teaching 
models between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers. Moreover, successful co-teachers 
have higher perceived use of station and alternative teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers. 
Whereas this chapter includes the results of each research question and determinations of 
whether the null hypotheses were rejected, Chapter 5 will review the findings, draw 
conclusions, and present implications for practice and future research.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Co-teaching, a special education service delivery model in which two certified teachers, 
one general educator and one special educator, share responsibility for planning, delivering, 
and evaluating instruction for a diverse group of students, including students with disabilities 
(Zigmund & Mageria, 2001), has been used to address access and accountability mandates of 
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA 2004) and No Child 
Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001). Yet, despite the existing knowledge based about factors 
critical for co-teaching success and data that indicates that co-teaching is a moderately 
effective way of impacting outcomes for students with disabilities (Murawski & Swanson, 
2001), some co-taught classes do not produce desirable outcomes relative to student 
achievement. Further, extant literature indicates that when looking at achievement, teachers 
are the most important school-related factor that impacts success (RAND Education, 2012). 
Hence, this study was conducted to gain additional information regarding secondary, urban 
co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching relative to five factors needed for co-teaching 
success: a) co-teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, c) roles and responsibilities, d) 
co-planning, and e) administrative support and use of co-teaching models. This chapter 
provides a summary of the study, report of research findings, conclusions drawn from 
research results, implications for practice, and recommendations for future research.
Summary of Study
In order to answer this study’s research questions, the Co-teacher Perceptions Survey 
(Boyd, 2012) was administered to general and special education, middle and high school co-
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teachers in an urban school district situated in eastern Virginia. The Co-teacher Perceptions 
Survey, 29-question survey composed of questions in multiple choice and Likert Scale 
formats, was developed by the researcher based on existing co-teaching literature and has a 
total scale reliability of .735. The participants in this study were selected via purposive 
sampling (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007) from the population. Teachers selected for the study had 
to meet the following criteria: (a) be a general or special education teacher, (b) instruct 
students in grades six, seven, eight, nine, 10, 11, or 12 at a comprehensive school, and (c) 
currently teach one or more co-taught classes. Individual co-teachers, not co-teaching pairs, 
constituted study participants who were classified into the following subgroups based on 
survey data: a) successful or unsuccessful co-teachers, b) general or special education co­
teachers, c) middle or high school co-teachers, d) novice or veteran co-teachers, and e) 
voluntary or non-voluntary co-teachers. Of the 235 middle and high school co-teachers who 
represent the population, 95 co-teachers participated in the survey that resulted in an average 
response rate, 40%, for surveys distributed via email (University of Texas, 2011). Research 
questions one through five, co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching, were addressed via a 
combination of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Wilks’ Lambda One-Way 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA). The sixth research question however, 
perceived use of co-teaching models, was addressed solely with One-Way ANOVAs.
Results and Conclusions
Results from this study indicate there is no difference in co-teachers’ perceptions of co­
teaching for subgroups compared in this study with the exception of successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers. Additionally, findings in this study both support and refute 
information in existing literature. However, much of the results add to the existing
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knowledge base about co-teaching particularly as it relates to differences, or lack thereof, 
between co-teachers by subgroup. This section will provide further examination of research 
results in which the researcher draws conclusions relative to what the results mean in 
reference to existing co-teaching literature and researcher experience. As such, the research 
questions, corresponding results, and conclusions are listed below.
Research Question 1
The first research question examined co-teachers’ perceptions by level of success, 
successful and unsuccessful co-teachers, and is as follows:
1. To what extent do successful co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
unsuccessful co-teachers’ of co-teaching?
Results of this study indicate that successful co-teachers have higher perceptions of co­
teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers with F (1, 93) = 11.420, p  < .05. Further, auxiliary 
findings indicate that successful co-teachers have higher perceptions of co-teacher 
philosophy, F (3, 91) = 2.845, p  < .05, and co-planning, F (4, 90) = 2.708, p  < .05, than their 
unsuccessful counterparts. Conversely, there is no difference between successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions relative to co-teacher knowledge.
Many of the findings in this study about successful co-teachers support information 
presented by previous researchers. First and foremost, co-teaching literature indicates that 
successful co-teachers have higher perceptions of co-teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers 
(Weiss & Bingham. 2000). This claim is supported by the results of this study as successful 
co-leachcrs had higher overall perceptions of co-teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers. 
Extant research also indicates that successful co-teachers share common beliefs that make up
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a philosophy or system of principles that guide their practice (Hepner & Newman, 2010).
This concept was supported in the current study as successful co-teachers agreed that there is 
equal responsibility for student performance in co-taught classes (Q12) and they view 
themselves and their co-teachers as equals (Q13). Researchers also indicate that having at 
least 60 minutes for co-planning (Hepner & Newman, 2010) and having regularly scheduled 
co-planning time (Deiker, 2001) is needed for co-teaching success. These findings were also 
supported in this study as successful co-teachers agreed that they spend approximately one 
hour per week co-planning with their co-teacher and they have common planning time 
incorporated in the master schedule. Findings relative to successful co-teachers and content 
knowledge also support information in extant literature. Research indicates that co-teachers 
need to be proficient with the content they teach (Walther-Thomas et al., 1996) and be able to 
incorporate content and IEP goals into instruction (Gately & Gately, 2001). The perceptions 
of successful co-teachers in this study support guidance in current literature in which 
successful co-teachers agreed that they are confident in their ability to teach class content 
(Q14) and incorporate individualized education program (IEP) goals with state standards. 
Whereas many of the findings in this study relative to successful co-teachers reinforce 
information in existing co-teaching literature, several findings add to the information 
presented by previous scholars.
Much of extant co-teaching literature centers on successful co-teachers; however I have 
not found studies that compare successful co-teachers with unsuccessful co-teachers as done 
in this study. Hence, findings about how successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching differ or coincide is novel information. Results of this stud)' 
demonstrate that successful and unsuccessful co-teachers have similar and divergent
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perceptions of co-teaching. All participants, successful and unsuccessful, indicated they 
respect their co-teachers’ expertise and have similar beliefs about the availability of planning 
in which they have relative agreement that co-planning time is built into the master schedule. 
Further, both successful and unsuccessful co-teachers had the same perceptions of co-teacher 
knowledge. When taken together, successful and unsuccessful co-teachers agreed that they 
are confident in their ability to teach class content, incorporate individualized education 
program (IEP) goals with state standards, and differentiate instruction to meet the needs of all 
students in co-taught classes. Nonetheless, results indicating similarities between successful 
and unsuccessful co-teacher knowledge should be interpreted with caution as unsuccessful 
co-teachers may not know what they don’t know. Moreover, unsuccessful co-teachers may 
not fully understand differentiation and as such may not recognize their inability to 
differentiated instruction. Whereas there were noted similarities between successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers, different perceptions about co-teaching were also noted. Successful 
and unsuccessful co-teachers in this study demonstrated some significant differences in 
perceptions of co-teaching. Successful co-teachers had higher perceptions than unsuccessful 
co-teachers regarding co-teachers being equally responsible for student achievement in co­
taught classes and for viewing one another as equals. Successful co-teachers were also more 
likely to perceive that co-teachers’ responsibilities for specific lesson segments were 
identified during co-planning (Q22), they needed to make time to plan with their co-teacher 
when time is not build into the schedule (Q24). and they spend approximately one hour per 
week planning with their co-teacher (Q25).
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By and large, findings in this study regarding successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ 
perceptions of co-teaching indicate successful co-teachers have stronger perceptions of co­
teaching than unsuccessful co-teachers in spite of some noted similarities.
Research Question 2
The second research question examined co-teachers’ perceptions by teacher type, general 
and special education co-teachers, and is as follows:
2. To what extent do general education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ 
from special education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Overall, this study’s results indicate there were no differences in general and special 
education co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching. Both general and special education co­
teachers shared perceptions of overall co-teaching, co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher 
knowledge, and co-planning. Whereas there was no difference in co-teaching perceptions 
between general and special education co-teachers, some of the findings in this study differ 
from existing co-teaching literature or researcher experience and others are new ideas that 
expand extant co-teaching literature.
Results of this study a propos co-teachers’ perceptions of knowledge differ from extant 
research. Previous scholars indicated special education co-teachers lack content knowledge 
which makes it difficult for them to teach certain content (Rice & Zigmond, 2000).
Additionally, past researchers found that there is a need for general education co-teachers to 
have additional support to address IEP goals during instruction (Gately & Gately. 2001;
Keefe and Moore, 2004). Nonetheless, results from this study indicate both general and 
special education co-teachers are confident in their ability to teach the academic content in
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their co-taught classes (Q14) and both groups indicated that they can incorporate IEP goals 
with state standards (Q16). The difference in perceptions of knowledge may be attributed to 
the fact that the mean years of teaching experience is within the 6-10 year span for general 
education co-teachers in this study and 11-15 year span for special education co-teachers. 
Moreover, the co-teachers in this study may have had more teaching experience whereby 
they had more time to learn the content and more opportunities to incorporate IEP goals into 
instruction than co-teachers in previous studies. Perceptions of co-teacher knowledge, while 
different from this study’s findings, are addressed in co-teaching literature. However, some 
of the findings regarding general and special education co-teachers that surfaced as a result of 
this study have not been entertained in co-teaching literature to date.
As with comparisons between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers, there is a gap in 
the research regarding similarities and differences between general and special education co­
teachers. Results from this study indicate general and special education co-teachers share a 
common philosophy regarding co-teaching. This information contributes new knowledge to 
literature on co-teaching. Previously, I thought special education co-teachers would have 
different perceptions of co-teaching that their general education counterparts. In my 
experience, many special education co-teachers conveyed that they were not viewed as 
equals in the co-taught class and did not have equal authority in the classroom. Hence, this 
study’s results were a pleasant surprise.
Research Question 3
The third research question examined co-teachers' perceptions by teacher level, middle 
and high school co-teachers, and are as follows:
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3. To what extent do middle school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from 
high school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Based on the results to the third research question, there were no differences between middle 
and high school co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching, co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher 
knowledge, or co-planning. Extant co-teaching literature has limited literature that speaks 
specifically to co-teaching by level. Therefore, my beliefs about co-teacher perceptions and 
difference by level are mostly based on my experience as a co-teacher and special education 
administrator. My experience has been one that middle school co-teachers had structures in 
place to allow for common planning which is supported in the literature as research indicates 
that middle schools typically have fewer co-planning time issues because of the team 
configurations by grade levels in most middle schools (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Conversely, 
my experience with co-teaching at the high school level has been one where high school co­
teachers had to find time on their own outside of the structures day to co-plan as they co- 
taught with multiple co-teachers and/or they did not have the same planning time as their 
partner. Findings in this study however, refute co-teaching literature and my past experience 
as both middle and high school co-teachers in this study indicated that co-planning time with 
one’s co-teacher is not built into the master schedule. Moreover, findings in this study 
highlight new information: middle and high school co-teachers have similar perceptions of 
co-teaching thus presenting evidence that co-teachers’ perceptions do not differ by level for 
secondary co-teachers.
Research Question 4
The fourth research question examined co-teachers’ perceptions by total years of teaching 
experience, novice and veteran co-teachers, and is as follows:
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4. To what extent do novice co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from veteran 
co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Results from this study indicate there is no difference in perceptions of co-teaching between 
novice and veteran co-teachers. Beyond overall perceptions of co-teaching, novice and 
veteran co-teachers have similar perceptions of co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher 
knowledge, and co-planning.
Analysis of co-teaching by years of teacher experience represents a gap in extant research. 
As such claims made about co-teaching perceptions relative to novice and veteran co­
teachers are solely based on my experience and general co-teaching literature. As such I 
anticipated that novice and veteran co-teachers would have different perceptions of co­
teaching. In past experiences, novice co-teachers were more inclined to make co-planning 
occur even if it had to happen outside of contractual hours. Further, novice co-teachers were 
committed to articulating roles and tasks for each teacher during planning to ensure they are 
well prepared for class. Conversely, veteran co-teachers felt co-planning was not needed as 
they were comfortable with the lessons they had been implementing throughout past years 
and therefore felt co-planning was not necessary. In light of these experiences, I presumed 
there would be difference in co-teachers’ based on years of experience. Nonetheless, results 
show both novice and veteran teachers identify teachers’ roles for each lesson segment 
during co-planning (Q22) and both make time for co-planning if it is not built into the 
schedule (Q24). As with other subgroups, comparison data between subgroups add to the 
existing knowledge base on co-teaching despite the lack of significant difference.
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Research Question 5
The fifth research question examined co-teachers’ perceptions by selection for co­
teaching, voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers, and is as follows:
5. To what extent do voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching differ from non­
voluntary co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching?
Results of this study indicate there were no differences between voluntary and non-voluntary 
co-teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching, co-teacher philosophy, co-teacher knowledge, or co­
planning which refute information in extant co-teaching literature. Existing research states 
voluntary co-teachers have more positive perceptions of co-teaching than non-voluntary co­
teachers (Mastropieri et al., 2005; Weiss & Brigham, 2000). However, this study’s results 
found there were no differences in total co-teaching perceptions between voluntary and non­
voluntary co-teachers. Nonetheless, results of this study regarding voluntary and non­
voluntary co-teacher should be interpreted with caution as only 12 of the 95 participants were 
identified as voluntary co-teachers.
Research Question 6
The sixth research question examines co-teachers’ perceived use of five co-teaching 
models and is as follows:
6. To what extent do co-teaching models used by successful co-teachers differ from 
those used by unsuccessful co-teachers?
Results of research question six indicate there is no difference in the perceived use of the 
following models: one teach, one assist / observe, parallel teaching, or team teaching.
However, successful co-teachers have higher perceived use of alternative teaching, F (1, 93)
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= 5.167,/? <.05, and station teaching, F (1,93) = 4.883,/? < .05, than unsuccessful co­
teachers.
Results relative to perceived use of co-teaching models by successful and unsuccessful 
co-teachers supports data in extant research and adds information to the existing knowledge 
base. Co-teaching literature indicates the majority of co-teaching situations reflect the one 
lead, one assist/observe model (Scruggs et al., 2007). This claim is supported in this study as 
both successful and unsuccessful co-teachers use the one lead, one assist / observe co­
teaching model most of the time (Q9_l). However, there was a noted difference in the 
perceived use of station teaching and alternative teaching for successful and unsuccessful co­
teachers. Successful co-teachers report using station teaching and alternative teaching “some 
of the time” whereas unsuccessful co-teachers reported using station teaching and alternative 
teaching less often (Q9_2). While research does not explicitly address co-teaching model use 
for successful and unsuccessful co-teachers, existing research about instructional strategies 
and pedagogy allows the researcher to draw conclusions about why successful co-teachers 
differed significantly from unsuccessful co-teachers regarding two co-teaching models. 
Researchers found that one of the barriers to co-teaching success is little differentiation in co- 
taught classes to address individual needs and minimal use of specialized strategies (Scruggs 
et al., 2007; Weiss & Lloyd, 2002). Hence, the results to this research question make logical 
sense. Co-teachers who use different grouping configurations via use of different co-teaching 
models may be able to provide the requisite differentiation and specialized instruction to 
meet the needs of all students and therefore have academic success.
Numerous results found in this study address gaps in co-teaching literature despite the 
absence of difference in most of the subgroups compared. As a result, a number of
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implications for practice and future research have been identified to continually improve co­
teaching for increased student achievement. The next two sections provide information that 
may be beneficial to both practitioners and scholars and address the “so what” of this study.
Implications
In order to enhance co-teaching such that it upholds elements needed for co-teaching 
success a number of changes must be made by administrators and teachers. Administrators 
must take steps that promote parity between co-teachers such that teachers’ philosophy of co­
teaching is enhanced. Administrators shall make an exerted effort to hold both co-teachers 
equally responsible for student performance in co-taught classes. Co-teachers need to 
understand that it is the expectation of the administration that they be equally accountable for 
outcomes. As such administrators should hold joint conferences with both co-teachers to 
review student performance and list both teachers’ names on reports when reviewing data 
with school or district level teams. These steps demonstrate that both teachers are equally 
responsible for all students in the co-taught class even if the general education teacher is the 
teacher of record. The concept of joint accountability should be reinforced with all co­
teachers with additional attention given to unsuccessful co-teachers who have lower beliefs 
of joint accountability than their counterparts. Beyond joint accountability, change in co­
planning schedules and expectations are needed to enhance co-teaching practices.
Administrators must work to incorporate co-planning time in the master schedule and 
hold high expectations for deliverables of co-planning. Co-teachers need to be afforded 
opportunities to plan collectively in order to utilize a variety of co-teaching models and class 
configurations. As indicated in Chapter 2, increasing levels of planning time is required if co­
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teachers are going to use an array of teaching models such as alternative teaching as 
demonstrated by successful co-teachers in this study. Study results demonstrate that 
unsuccessful co-teachers were less likely that successful co-teachers to make time to plan 
when co-planning time is not incorporated into the schedule. Hence, it is incumbent upon 
administrators to provide the time during the school day in order to hold high expectations 
for the co-planning process and subsequently co-teaching. If time within the schedule is not 
feasible, administrators should consider the provision of educational leave days or portions of 
the day that result in pre-identified deliverables such as lesson plans, individualized student 
remediation / enrichment plans, or assessments that correspond to upcoming standards. Once 
structured co-planning time is in place, co-teachers should be required to delineate roles and 
responsibilities for each lesson segment during co-planning. Evidence of identification of 
roles and responsibilities should be reflected in co-teachers’ lesson plans that are submitted 
to and reviewed by an administrator or identified teacher leader who reports to an 
administrator if the plan is not completed correctly. Identification of co-teachers’ roles and 
responsibilities during co-planning was a noted difference in this study between successful 
and unsuccessful co-teachers. The implications for practice identified in this section are 
actions that can occur within a short time period and require minimal financial resources to 
enhance student achievement in co-taught classes. The next section however, will identify 
topics and questions for future studies to expand knowledge of co-teaching that may take 
place over the course of time.
Future Research
A variety of research should occur to further explore the findings in this study and to 
address needs related to this study that were not included due to the study’s delimitations.
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The differences noted in this study were primarily between successful and unsuccessful co­
teachers. As such, additional studies that highlight specific differences between the two 
groups is essential as the majority of co-teaching literature is based solely on teachers that 
have been identified as successful, with success being broad and not operationally defined.
More specifically, a closer examination of differences between successful and unsuccessful 
co-teachers based on observed data may add further insight regarding what is needed for co­
teaching success by both teachers and administrators. Research questions such as the 
following would be valuable: To what extent to successful and unsuccessful co-teachers 
differ in the use of differentiated instruction? To what extent do successful and unsuccessful 
co-teachers differ relative to co-planning? To what extent does co-teaching preparation differ 
between successful and unsuccessful co-teaching? Collection of observational data and work 
samples and conducting record reviews would provide evidence that would support of refute 
co-teacher perceptions stated in this study and would provide more specificity for 
practitioners as they seek to emulate effective co-teaching practices.
A second area that requires further examination is that related to joint accountability for 
student performance in co-taught classes. This study’s results indicate that there is a 
difference between how joint accountability in co-taught classes is viewed by successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers. Further exploration of joint accountability is critical particularly in 
light of the fact that a number of states are basing a large percentage of teachers’ evaluations 
on student performance. Research questions such as to what extent is joint accountability fo r  
student performance evidenced in co-taught classes, would assist both teachers and 
administrators. Administrators would be able to verify that evidence exists that joint
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accountability is present for teachers of co-taught classes. Conversely, if data is not evident, 
the results would be indicative that change in practice is needed.
Further exploration of requisite skills needed to utilize multiple co-teaching models and 
class configurations is warranted as successful co-teachers in this study used models such as 
station teaching and alternative teaching some o f the time while their unsuccessful 
counterparts used those models to a lesser degree. Existing literature indicates that increasing 
levels of philosophical agreement, content knowledge, trust, and planning are needed to use 
co-teaching models other than one lead, one assist /  one observe. However, practitioners are 
probably better served if the research explicitly shows what the above concepts look like in 
co-taught classes where effective use of varying co-taught models is demonstrated. Hence, it 
would be beneficial to have study that centers on the question what do successful co-taught 
classes look like that portray co-teaching models using a variety o f  class configurations? The 
questions and studies described above represent only a segment of queries that could be 
pursued in light of this study’s findings as ongoing research about co-teaching must be done 
to obtain more desirable outcomes.
Beyond additional studies centered on co-teaching, further work is needed to enhance the 
Co-teachers Perceptions Survey such that it can be effectively used in studies beyond the 
exploratory research. Increasing the number of appropriate items will likely enhance full 
scale and subscale reliability as reliability. Further, some concepts addressed in the survey, 
such as administrative support, are complex and difficult to capture in a few items as 
demonstrated by lengthy surveys dedicated solely to administrative support. Hence, while 
increased items may not fully address these complex concepts, more appropriate items in 
each domain increase the likelihood that the concept has been adequately addressed. Second,
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the incorporation of an instructional strategy subscale would add value to the co-teaching 
knowledge base as scholars and practitioners begin to look beyond structural elements of co­
teaching to instructional practices within the service delivery model. Capturing additional 
data information regarding what type of instructional strategies successful co-teachers use 
would be valuable to both teachers and administrators who seek to improve student 
achievement via co-teaching. Finally, word choice should be reviewed to ensure statements 
in the survey accurately convey the intended message. For example, instead of stating my co­
teacher and /  spend approximately one hour per week co-planning, the statement should read 
my co-teacher and I spend at least one hour per week co-planning as some participants in 
this study may have disagreed with the former statement because they spend an excess of one 
hour per week co-planning thereby creating opportunities for inaccurate results. The added 
clarity in word choice might also lead to increased reliability.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to describe urban, secondary co-teachers’ perceptions of 
co-teaching specifically as it relates to five elements needed for co-teaching success: a) co­
teacher philosophy, b) co-teacher knowledge, c) co-teaching roles and responsibilities, d) co­
planning, and e) administrative support and determine the extent that co-teachers’ 
perceptions differ by subgroup. Further this study sought to examine the perceived used of 
co-teaching models and the extent to which use differs between successful and unsuccessful 
co-teachers. Results of this study found that of the subgroups compared, only successful and 
unsuccessful co-teachers differed in their perceptions of co-teaching. Findings of this study 
indicate that successful co-teachers have higher perceptions of co-teaching, co-teacher 
philosophy, and co-planning than unsuccessful co-teachers. Conversely, there is no
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difference between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers’ perceptions relative to co­
teacher knowledge and administrative support. Finally, results of this study indicate that the 
following subgroups do not differ in perceptions of co-teaching: general and special 
education co-teachers, middle and high school co-teachers, novice and veteran co-teachers, 
and voluntary and non-voluntary co-teachers. Hence, additional research is needed to further 
explore difference between successful and unsuccessful co-teachers such that stakeholders 
can use study results to improve practice.
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Appendix - Co-teacher Perceptions Survey
The purpose of this survey is to understand co-teacher’s perceptions regarding teacher 
philosophy, teacher knowledge, roles and responsibilities, co-planning, and administrative 
support. The results of this survey will be used to help improve teaching practices and will 
be utilized as partial fulfillment of the researcher’s doctoral degree at the College of William 
and Mary. Your participation in this survey is voluntary. Your responses will be kept 
strictly confidential, identification via email addresses will only available to an 
administrative assistant, and all responses will be presented as aggregate data. You may 
discontinue your participation in this study at any time without penalty and you may skip any 
items that you feel uncomfortable answering. If you have any questions about this pilot 
study or your rights as a participant, you may contact the Principal Researcher, Michelle 
Boyd, by email at mboyd@email.wm.edu, or the Research Supervisor, Dr. Megan 
Tschannen-Moran, at mxtsch@wm.edu. If you are 18 years of age or older, understand the 
statements above, and freely consent to participate in the study, select "I Agree" to begin the 
survey. If not, thank you for your time.
□ I Agree
Part I -  Demographic Data
1. Please mark your current teaching role.
□ Middle school (grades 6-8) general education teacher
□ High school (grades 9-12) general education teacher
□ Middle school (grades 6-8) special education teacher
□ High school (grades 9-12) special education teacher
□ Other (Please describe):______________________
2. Please indicate the content area(s) that you currently co-teach. Mark all that apply.
□ English / Language Arts / Reading
□ Mathematics
□ Science
□ Social Science / Social Studies
j  Extended Core (fine arts, technology, health, physical education)
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□ Other (Please describe):
3. Please indicate the percent of students who performed at or above 70% proficiency on the 
2nd benchmark assessment* in your highest performing co-taught class.
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□ 9 0 -1 0 0
□ 80-89
□ 70-79
□ 60-69
□ 40-59
□ 0-39
^Benchmark assessment -  Quarterly division assessment in core content areas: 
mathematics, English / language arts, science, and social science.
4. Please indicate your total years of teaching experience.
□ 0-5 Years □ 16-20
□ 6-10 □ 21 +
□ 11-15
5. Please indicate your highest level of education.
□ Bachelors □ Masters+
□ Masters □ Doctorate
6. Please indicate how you were identified to co-teach.
□ Volunteer
□ Non-volunteer
7. Please indicate how co-planning occurs in your school. Mark all that apply.
□ Scheduled during the school day
□ Release time provided by school division
□ “Catch your co-teacher as you can”
□ Other (Please describe):  __________________
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8. Please indicate your certification area(s). Mark all that apply.
□ Special Education
□ Elementary Education
□ Middle Education
□ Science
□ History
□ English
□ Mathematics
□ Career and Technical Education
□ Other (Please describe):______________________
BOYD
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9. Please indicate your use of each co-teaching model listed below. Place an “X” in the 
appropriate column for each co-teaching model listed.
Co-teaching Model None of the 
Time (1)
Some of the 
Time (2)
Most of the 
Time (3)
All of the 
Time (4)
One Teach, One Assist / One 
Teach, One Observe
Station Teaching
Parallel Teaching
Alternative Teaching
Team Teaching
One teach, one assist is an approach in which one professional is primarily responsible for 
the instructional delivery and the other professional moves throughout the group of students 
to provide individual assistance as needed (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). One teach, 
one observe is an approach in which one professional is primarily responsible for 
instructional delivery and the other professional is gathering data relative to academics, 
behavior, social skills, or other target area (Cook, 2004).
Station teaching occurs when students are divided into multiple groups and circulate through 
various stations or activities (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995). Typically, two stations are 
led by the teachers while the remaining stations are independent student stations (Cook, 
2004).
Parallel teaching is a co-teaching approach where the class is divided into two 
heterogeneous groups where each professional leads the instructional sequence (Cook, 2004; 
Cook & Friend, 1995).
Alternative teaching involves separating the students into two groups but one group is 
smaller than the other. The teacher responsible for instructing the smaller group does 
remediation, enrichment, assessment or other function while the teacher for the large group 
proceeds with the core lesson (Cook, 2004; Cook & Friend, 1995).
Team teaching is an approach in which both professionals take on the lead instructional role 
and deliver instruction at the same time (Cook, 2004).
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P a rt II -  T eacher Perceptions
Instructions: Respond the following statem ents based on y o u r beliefs abou t co-teaching 
using a scale o f 0-4 w ith 1 being strongly  disagree and 4 strongly  agree.
0 S trongly D isagree D isagree A gree Strongly Agree
N/A 1 2 3 4
1 0 .1 believe that students w ith a  range o f  disabilities (e.g., 
autism , intellectual d isabilities, learning d isabilities, 
em otional disabilities, hearing im pairm ents) can be 
successfully  included in co-taught class(es).
0 1 2  3 4
1 1 .1 have respect for m y co -teacher’s expertise. 0 1 2  3 4
12. Both co-teachers are equally  responsible for student 
perform ance in m y co-taught class(es).
0 1 2  3 4
13. M y co-teacher and I view  each o th er as equals. 0 1 2  3 4
14. 1 am very confident in my ability  to teach the academ ic 
content in my co-taught class(es).
0 1 2  3 4
15. W hen the special education teacher in my co-taught 
c lass(es) has lim ited content know ledge, he/she 
functions as an instructional assistant (1A) in co-taught 
classes.
0 1 2  3 4
1 6 .1 incorporate IEP goals w ith state  standards during 
classroom  instruction. j
0 1 2  3 4
1 7 .1 differentiate  instruction to m eet the needs o f  all 
students in m y co-taught class(es).
18. T he general education co-teacher is responsible for 
delivering  m ost o f  the instruction in m y co-taught 
class(es).
0 1 2  3 4 
0 1 2  3 4
1 9 .1 have a  clearly  defined role in m y co-taught class(es). 0 1 2  3 4
20. T he general and special education teachers have equal 
authority  in establish ing  classroom  routines in my co- 
taught class(es).
0 1 2  3 4
21. The general education  teacher has the final decision 
regarding grading for all students in m y co-taught 
class(es).
0 1 2  3 4
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N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree A gree S trongly Agree
0 1 2 3 4
22. T eachers’ roles for each lesson segm ent (e.g., snapshot, 
instructional focus, guided practice) in my co-taught 
class(es) are identified during co-planning.
0 1 2  3 4
23. C o-planning tim e with my co-teacher(s) is incorporated 
into the m aster schedule.
0 1 2  3 4
24. W hen com m on planning tim e is not built in my
schedule, I still m ake tim e to plan with my co-teacher.
0 1 2  3 4
25. M y co-teacher and 1 spend approxim ately one hour per 
week co-planning (tim e m ay be before, during, o r after 
the school day).
26. W hen large percentages o f  students in my co-taught 
class(es) fail to m eet academ ic targets, both co-teachers 
are held equally  accountable by the adm inistrator.
0 1 2  3 4 
0 1 2  3 4
27. The num ber o f  students with disabilities in my co- 
taught class(es) is proportional to the num ber o f  
students with d isabilities in my school.
0 1 2  3 4
28. The professional developm ent m y co-teacher and I 
received is adequate to support ou r collective w ork.
0 1 2  3 4
29. M y adm inistrator is som eone I can turn  to in o rder to 
resolve co-teaching conflicts.
0 1 2  3 4
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